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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT
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This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation, musical
analysis, casting, direction, vocal coaching, and post-production analysis of Theresa Pohlhaus'
production of Seussica/, produced at Milburn Stone Theatre. Documentation includes research
and analysis of the play, its music, and an evaluation of the musical as a production vehicle for
Milburn Stone Theatre in North East, Maryland. The analysis also includes a discussion as to the
directorial vision of this production.
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MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT
PLAYSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE HANDBOOK)

Student Name: Theresa Pohlhaus

Anticipated Production Dates: March 2014

PLAYWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer]
NUMBER OF ACTS

2

Book by Stephen Flaherty & Lynn Ahrens
Music by Stephen Flaherty. Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens

APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TIME

--~--

2

HOURS

-~~

30

MIN.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN_ __,,_
8-~9.'--'+~ch=o=ru=s,___WOMEN

7-8. +chorus

CHILDREN_ __...1""-+_,_,,c=ho
=r=u.,,_
s _ _OVER 40_~0~--

ROLESREQUIRINGPEOPLEOFCOLOR_~O~_ _ _ ROLESCOULDDOUBLE_

TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST

____,6~+~---

approx. 25-30

OTHER CASTING CONCERNS: possible doubling/tripling/etc. of the chorus members to cover the ensemble roles or fill smaller
cameo roles such as Yertle the Turtle or the Grinch, possible partiaVfull children's ensemble

ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea) double click on grey box; select checked to mark or use a pen
0FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER

i:8JMUSICAL DIRECTOR

i:8JDANCE CHOREOGRAPHER

OoIALECT coACH

C8:lsPECIALTY HIRE (specify what kind)

D ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)_ __ __
If so, which?

Will you be fulfilling any of the above?
No

Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above?
Yes

SCENERY/PROPS

If so, which?
Musical Director, Dance Choreographer,
Set, Lighting, & Costume Designers, possible Props Designer

(check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)

UNIT SET?
HISTORICAL PERIOD

NUMBER OF LOCATIONS

.=<ap.,.p=ro=x~.=IO' - - - - -

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION: jungle. planet Who. Palm Beach,
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APPROXlMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER 1-3 for most. Cat in the Hat and Chorus members will have many
sim le ieces to re resent man characters Cat in the Hat- a rox. 8 Chorus- a rox. 3-5
HISTORICAL PERIOD
present day
SEASON
s rin
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: non-human/animal characters, filntasy creatures, use of simple costume pieces for actors to represent
different characters, types, and details of the scene, Gertrude's massive tail (and being able to grow and take up the whole stage), Vlad
(giant vulture)

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HA VE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED?

[8lYES

-once on Broadway (2000 or 200 I?)
-once in a high school "cafetorium"
(both productions were a very long time ago ... )
HA VE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION:
No
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
-the material (Dr. Seuss stories and character.I) is familiar and accessible to many
-conservative community will be acc:epting of the story, theme, and characters
-provides many opportunites for community involvement on different levels
WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?
(I will be producing this show at a local community theatre that is housed on a college campus near the school at which I teach)
-dealing with the time, budgetary, and logistical restraints of the theatre
-working iit community theatre, I will have actors of varying ages and experience levels
-scheduling will be challenging

PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND ATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF mE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

SUBMfITED BY: (Printed Name) Theresa M Pohlhaus Date Submitted: -----""'Ju=ly"-=8.~2""0-=-l=--3_ __
(Signature)

Thesis Chair Approval:

Brenda Hubbard

Thesis Committee Members Approval:

Graduate Coordinator Approval:

Cristina Barrigan

Scott Robinson

DateA...-: ~IJ
Date Approved :

1{tij,Mt}

DateAppmval:~

Please note:
The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons.
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Seussical Synopsis
Seussical begins with a young boy walking onto a bare stage and discovering a red-

and-white striped hat. He begins to imagine what would be under the hat and from his
imaginings, creates the Cat in the Hat! The Cat serves as a guide, and narrates the story,
guiding the boy in imagining whimsical creatures and situations. The boy creates a whole
world of characters in a fictitious land called the Jungle ofNool. Horton the Elephant, one of
the creatures the boy imagines, hears cries for help coming from a tiny speck of dust floating
through the air. He discovers that there is a small planet called "Who" that is struggling to
survive on a speck of dust, catches the speck on a clover, and promises to keep Who safe.
The other jungle animals think Horton's actions are crazy, since they cannot see or hear any
proof that Who exists. Soon, the boy is pulled into the story by The Cat and becomes one of
the Who's: Jojo, the Mayor's son. Jojo frequently, but unintentionally, causes trouble with
his imaginative thinking, and he is sent to military school to try to correct the problem. Jojo
and Horton connect, each feeling very isolated in their own world because of their inability to
fit in, but both are determined to maintain their individuality. Jojo is able to harness the
power of his imagination and use it to help save the planet Who. The Cat in the Hat closes
the narration of this chapter of the story, and in direct address to the audience, asks them
what they think should happen next. The boy steps out of the story, finished imagining for
the moment, and the show closes.
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/ Jr

ACTI

.

\J· "j } \~COJvr1.
. . hat sits. on a very empty stage. A BOY (who will.
~ strange red-and-white-striped
{J VMAI I~ /~{ wJ ter play JOJO) enters and notices it.
VV\o 0 o{ cu ( i ovS
~
/le y)( lEW Now that is a very unusual hat.
1 f I. / I
I wonder what's under a hat such as thar.

h(

·'f

1, . 1.n,

J;t could be a creature they call the Ga-Zar

w~f~

Or a sort of a kind of a hat-wearing . ..
Car!

BOY

lit Ii i&r·AtuvJWh_o balances things on his head, cau e it's flat.
»f ~vvv$ Or a stripe-loving Pipester from Upper Mount Bat.
)-'le..

/) "1t1"J~ f o
J,

hi

(THE BOYpicks up the hat, and THE CAT IN THE HAT suddenly appears)
SONG: OH, THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK
JI

(V)()od ~ llJO<\d \t_M
CAT IN THE HAT
d" t
-h
•
i:.:Co"11't 1M · /r- r can see that you've got quite a mind for your age!
~~ ~i e;i-"PO ·
..)
(\ C< l .~11\\ - Why, one Think and you dragged me right onto the stage!-"
OJ l
E.i
E <('Now I'm here, there is no telling what may ensue
I.
I\ - - \
v n <.
With a Cat such as me, and a Thinker like you! -!>! ~i -.l. or- ~

lfui \nsti j A\-

I

I

_
3

·

I

iw}_

(THE CAT begins to "create" the Seussian world ofimagination for THE BOY)
CAT IN THE HAT
OH, THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK!}
OH, THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK
IF YOU'RE WILLING TO TRY...

<
<
CoAc t-1
/Ei'-V5t

1.

ro

n·
vfvv.v--

THINK INVISIBLE INK!
]
\-•
ORA GINK WITH A STINK!
~~vK c:.'.\..Jt f c;...1•\'~
ORA STAIR TO THE SKY...
IFYOUOPENYOURMIND,
OH, THE THINKS YOU WILL FIND
'P-'f-" 1.A.{J ,
LINING UP TO GET LOOSE...
-"l X JS
OH, THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK
WHEN YOU THINKABOUT ...

<

1

'

ffu_ 5k.l.f
I

t

5

<

•
"
(The company of " Seussian
characters now enters)

~'O

I

j/

t-1 _ fi

_

/ VN.- J'q D (1 (.
cor ~+_ v.p

I,.,{

J-o "10 '"- d

.

(J6
,

fh

s
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CAT, ALL (EXCEPT BOY)

•ho will
SEUSS!
SEUSS!
SEUSS!
SEUSS! SEUSS! SEUSS! SEUSS!
SEUSS!!
CAT & ALL (EXCEPT BOY)
NVl_IC < OH, THETHINKSYOUCANTHINK!
I
ANY THINKER WHO THINKS
CAN COME UP WITH A FEW!
tppears)

ACl- lA IiV\

-

BOY
OH, THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK!
CAT &ALL
THINK A TRIP ON A SHIP
TO THE VIPPER OF VIPP

P\Z..O(V)f'T

WOMEN
OR TO SOLLA SOLLEW ...

\
lEBOY)

Ot:'\='ER. -Think of beautiful Schlopp ...

CAT
(Spoken)

BOY
(Spoken)
CXPA~'D

-With a cherry on top!
.

GL~1r- y -

CAT, BOY, ALL
You DON'T NEED AN ExcusE!

PR.Oll AIM- Oh, the thinks you can think
Be ALT
/NTR.OD.JC

~
It

CAT, BOY
(spoken)

CAT, BOY, ALL
WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT SEUSS!
SEUSS, SEUSS, SEUSS,
SEUSS!
HORTON
THINK OF AN ELEPHANT UP IN A TREE!

<
r- -

MR. & MRS. MAYOR
THINK OF A PERSON TOO TINY TO SEE!
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GERTRUDE

\N\'~.()D\..AC. ~ -THINKOFABIRDWITHAONE-FEATHER TAIL!
_

t~\ 1 i'\t./

0

ALL
GOING ON ADVENTURE DOWN A DANGEROUS TRAIL!

-

MAYZIE
INrRo\JL'(f -THINK oFA BIRD wHo FLIES OFF oN A SPREE!

i,,

SOUR KANGAROO
-THINK OF A KANGAROO, SOUR AS CAN BE!

i
,,

GENERAL GHENGIS KAHN SCHMITZ
--THINKOFAGENERALCRAZYFOR WAR!

\

CAT
-THINK OF SOMETHING HORRIBLE AND HAIRY!

I
.SPc.<¥-..

CAT, PRINCIPLES (EXCEPT BOY)
~soMETHING SINISTERAND SCARY

,

ALL (EXCEPT BOY)

)N i"K 1 lt.At -THAT YOU NEVER DARED TO THINK OF BEFORE!

Sc ARE

<

ALL (EXCEPT CAT & BOY)
THINK OF NOBODY HERE
AND THE FEELING OF FEAR
AND THE DARKNESS OF NIGHT
(with menace)

OOH OOH ....
:ALL, CAT
\\

.,. All., CAT

<

ALL ALONE IN YOUR ROOM
AS YOU'RE FACING YOUR DOOM
CAT

1
1

(spoken)

· f\EU£V[ -Think a glimmer oflight!!
ALL (EXCEPT BOY)
(with relief)

fJE LA)<'.

-MHAAH!

GRADUATE COMMITTEE AND OPTION APPROVAL FORM
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

(Submit the original)
Note: This form is to be completed as soon as the student has formed a committee and selected an
option from the list below. Submit original to the Office of Graduate Studies in Barge 305.
Name:
Address:

Theresa Pohlhaus

------============~------

D
181

8

a

-

iiiiiiiiiim=-- - - - - - - -

Email:

Indicate credits to be received for the thesis or option:

Check option:

D

Birth Date:
Student ID:

Written Exam•
Credits
Project
Course No.
T!Ue
Creative Project
3
Master's Thesis Pro'ect
TH700
Credits
Studio Project
Course No.
Title
Portfolio Review
Ml.A 7tti Edition
Style Manual for Thesis/Project
Thesis (standard)
Thesis (journal-ready)
0 Provide journal guidelines plus a recent article from that journal in studenfs field of study.

*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1-5 below.

Received
JUL I 6 201 3

Graduate Studies
and Aeseorch

1. Proposed
Direction of a production of Seussical by Stephen Flaherty & Lynn Ahrens
TrtJe (and
title of
taraeted journal if appropriate):

2. Purpose of
Study:

3. Scope of
Study:

4. Procedure
to be used:

The direction of a production of Seussical fulfills the requirements for the Creative
Project in the Theatre Production MA program .
Documentation of pre-production research and pre12aration of materials, the direction of
the production (including casting and rehearsal of actors, coordinating technical
elements, and preparing the Director's 12roduction book). 12ost-12roduction evaluation and
oral examination is beneficial to the student and theatre degartment.
There are three Qhases of the Qroject: 1)Qre-oroduction research and thesis
documentation using MLA formatting , 2} rehearsal and direction of the groduction, and
3}QQst-production evaluation, docum~ntation, and oral examination.

5. Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from
No~
Human Subjects (including use of surveys)? ................................... : ........ Yes** D
Use of Animals? ............................ ........................................................... Yes** D
No~
**If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the Human Subjects Committee or the Animal
Care and Use Committee before you initiate your research.

Brenda Hubbard
Committee Chair (typed or printed)

Committee Chair (signature)

Christina Barrigan
Committee Member (typed or printed)

Committee Member (signature)

Scott Robinson
Committee Member (typed or printed)
Approved by:

Committ~ Member (signature)

~
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Scott Robinson
Dept Chair/Designee* (signature)
Please note:

Approved by:

Kevin Archer

~=-=-=~=-=-~=------~

Dean of Graduate Studies

Date

The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons.
•1n the case of interdisciplinary programs, this fonn should be signed by the relevant Program Director/Co-Oirector ANO relevant Dept chair. In
cases wtlen9 they cannot agree to sign for approval, the approval will be made or denied by the relevant interdiscip6nary program advisory
committee. GS&R 04/10

MILBURN STONE THEATRE
I CECIL COLLEGE I ONE SEAHAWK DRIVE I NORTH EAST, MD 21901 I
July 30, 2013

To Whom It May Concern:

Tess Pohlhaus has administrative approval to continue with her planned
production of Seussical the Musical on March 21, 22, 23 & 28, 29 & 30. I am aware
that this production is part of her Master's Thesis Project for Central Washington
University, and she has permission to use the facilities atThe Milburn Stone
Theatre at Cecil College to complete this endeavor.

Kind regards,

S. Lee Lewis
Producing Artistic Director
The Milburn Stone Theatre
Cecil College
1 Seahawk Drive
North East, MD 21901
(41 O) 287-1023
(410) 287-1079-fax
slewis@cecil.edu

Please note:
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.
)
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Evaluation of Seussical as a Production Vehicle
The audience for Seussical will consist of children and their families from the
community of Cecil County, MD and the surrounding areas, as well as the family and friends
of the members of the cast and crew. This community is a mostly conservative, familyoriented community with a small but loyal base that supports the arts. This show is familyfriendly, with characters and themes that are familiar and accessible to both children and
adults, and would appeal to a wide variety of people in the community.
The themes that Seussical portrays and the presentation of those ideas through the
story are extremely relevant to the culture and mindset of the community where it will be
produced. I feel that the community where I teach (and where I will be directing this play) in
many instances lacks exposure to culture such as theatre and other forms of art. By producing
a show that includes characters and stories that most people are familiar with, and through
presenting them in a way that excites and opens the minds of the viewers to the importance
of the imagination, it could highlight the positive effects that creativity and imagination have
in our daily lives.
Producing the show will be challenging, yet accessible for actors and technicians due
to the nature of open possibilities for staging and character interpretation. It will provide
opportunities for many different ages of actors (child through adult), and encourage
participation from people with varying degrees of theatre experience--neophytes through
seasoned actors. This wide variety of actors (age, level of experience, etc.) will prove to be a
challenge for me as a director, as well as for the music director and choreographer. I believe
that all shows should be a learning experience and develop an actor's skills, no matter their
age or level of expertise. Rehearsals will need to be carefully planned to use everyone's time
wisely, providing differentiated levels of table work, actor training in workshops, and level of
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involvement from all involved in the production in making sure each actor learns the scenes,
music, and choreography for the performances.
Similar to how many productions use dance captains or "ringers" as leaders to assist
performers with less experience during the preparation process, I would like to incorporate
varied levels of performers in all of my character groupings in Seussical. Through working
with seasoned, experienced actors, that will alleviate some of the stress often placed on
directors and choreographers when working with less seasoned actors. By giving some of the
more advanced performers leadership opportunities, this will instill in them a higher level of
ownership of their scenes while freeing the directors and choreographers time to work in
other areas that need fine-tuning.
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Performance Dates and Production Parameters
Scheduled performance dates for the production of Seussical are March 21-30, 2014.
The production will run for at least six performances spread over a period of two weekends at
Milburn Stone Theatre, which is housed at Cecil College in North East, MD. There is also a
possibility of additional performances during the day for school audiences. The typical
rehearsal timeframe at Milburn Stone Theatre is between six and eight weeks after auditions
and casting, giving the director plenty of time to coordinate the preparation of the music,
acting, choreography, and spectacle for the production. Milburn Stone Theatre is the local
community theatre in Cecil County, and is growing in popularity with each production in
their season. They have a large pool of actors coming from the surrounding area who
audition, especially for their musical productions. I also plan to encourage my students at
school to audition as well as advertise auditions with other schools in my district since I
would like to incorporate young performers in the production. The budget for this show
would be approximately $2500, not including the rental and royalty costs or the cost of hiring
designers. Milburn Stone typically hires designers, but they have a very limited budget for
this, and the designers are usually on staff at the college, recent graduates, or community
volunteers. The production will also have a musical director, a choreographer, and a stage
manager. It should not be problematic to find the talent necessary to fill the acting,
production, and technical roles required of this musical, due to the growing pool of talent at
the theatre.
The venue is 322-seat proscenium theatre (not including thelSO seats in the balcony,
which is usually not open for their productions). The stage is a proscenium stage with a large
apron. The proscenium opening is forty feet wide, and the depth of the stage from the
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proscenium line to the rear wall is twenty-five feet. From center, the apron is thirteen feet
deep, with an additional extension that was just built that adds an additional ten feet to the
depth of the apron. At the sides, the apron (with extension) is approximately eighteen feet
from the first row to the proscenium arch.
There is a full manual fly system with thirty-one battens and four hydraulic electrics.
Of those thirty-one battens, six of which are dedicated to their valance, grand drape, side tabs
stage left and right, mid-stage traveler, and upstage traveler (which no longer travels due to a
non-functioning pulley.) They also possess a projection screen and a eye that stay in the air at
all times, but are able to be moved to different line sets. Their lines are relatively close
together, which occasionally causes issues if items need to be flown right next to one of the
electrics.
In addition to having four working electrics, Milburn Stone Theatre also has two fully
functional catwalks, box booms on either side of the theatre, tormenters on stage right and
stage left, and eight floor pockets positioned on the sides and at the rear of the stage. There
are 183 dimmers available in the theatre. They have approximately 300 lighting instruments,
including roughly 200 Source 4 ERS [10, 14, 19, 26, and 36 degrees], 60 ETC Fresnels, 10
eye lights, 9 strip lights, and 2 follow spots. Their light board is an ETC Element. Control of
the house lights has been broken into channels allowing for sectional control of different
areas of the house, which has been divided by rows and exit areas. In regards to sound,
Milburn Stone Theatre has a basic setup for sound with four monitors and a center array.
They are able to effectively run sound for their musical productions and have enough
monitors for the pit band, whether it's a twenty-eight-piece orchestra or a small combination.
There are also approximately eighteen available wireless microphones for actors.
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Technical elements for a production frequently have to be completed in a short span
of time due to the large number of productions that are produced yearly. Besides their nineshow season, they are also responsible for overseeing visiting performances, rentals, and
college events that use the theatre space. Their small staff is responsible for taking care of the
needs of each group that uses the space. Budget cuts at the college limit the full time staff
that can be employed there, and they rely heavily on volunteers to help them with many of
these performances. Due to the tight scheduling of the space, rehearsals will not be able to be
regularly held in the space until two weeks prior to the start of technical rehearsals. Ideally,
we would be able to reserve another room on campus for rehearsals that is close to the size of
the stage space we will be using. Once we are able to move into the theater, the set will not

be completely in place until tech week, limiting the amount of rehearsal time using the actual
set. Though time and resources may be limited, my vision for the production would be
manageable in this space since I plan on creating a modifiable unit set and using the
movement of the actors to help represent locations and physical details of the story.

January-February 2014:
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday
20

Jan 19
Music:
#14, #17

26

27

2

Wednesday
21

Dance:
*Military
*B.Bl. Fool

Music:
#19
#28
#30

4
Dance:
*Monkey Around
*Circus McGurkus

10
~

YFTECHWK.
16

18
Dance:
*People v. Horton

Friday
23

Music:
#15, #16a, #20c,
#21

24
7-10pm:
Read-through:
All Called

30

5
~

#27
#16

12
7-8:30 Block:
(w/Bambi?)
pp. 15-19 (Horton
Music:
#9, #9e, #23, #24b
19
Music:
Sing-through All

Saturday

6
6:JQ-8:30
Music: #11
Blocking:
pp. 44, 25, 56-58
(add Dane- 7:15?)
Dance:
*Here on Who
*Military
13

31

7

Music:
Review (TBD)

Feb 1
Music:
#1, etc ...
Dance:
*Here on Who
*Green Eggs & Ham
*All For You
8
10-11:3Qam: Blgck
pp. 10, 49, 80-81,
40-44
1-2:3Qgm: Block
pp. 66-68, 89-91

14

Dance:
*Oh The Thinks ...
*Am. Mayzie
*All For You
20

25
Dance:
*Here on Who
*Thinks
*B. Bl. Fool

Music:
#12
#12a
#21b

Hears A Who)

17
Music:
#22
#5
#8

11
Dance:
*Green Eggs & Ham

#3
#4
#26

22

Dance:
*Monkey Around

3

9

Thursday

Dance:
*Amazing Mayzie
.M.Y.fil£;.
#7, #13
28
29

Dance:
*Am. Mayzie
*All For You

Music:
#10
#21c

Seussical Rehearsal Schedule

15
Dance:
Review

21

22
1-4pm: Blocking:
pp. 98-100
pp. 69-76

February-March 2014:
Sunday
Feb 23

Monday

Tuesday
24

7-9:00~m:

pp. 58-66

9
6-10pm
Run Through /TBD

16
TECH WEEK!
Tech Rehearsal
Times TBD

23

~

25

7-10pm:
Work Spacing &
Transitions

Dance:
Set choreo on stage

10
Run Act 1 w / fixes
7-10

11
Run Act 2 w /fixes
7-10

17

18

24

6:;30- 9:30: BlQck
pp. 30-33, 35-37
pp. 76-80

25

Friday
27

28

6:30-9:30: BlQck
pp. 85-89, 47-49

5
7-10pm
Work Act 1

6

7

13

12
Polish (TBD)
7-10

Design Run
6:30-10

Lighting:
Focus 5pm

8
Seuss Storytimes @
CCPL 11am (TBD)
Dance:
Fixes (TBD)
15
Lighting:
Cueing 9am

21
Opening Night!

Final Dress
Call: 6:30
Go: 8pm
26

14

20

19

Saturday
March 1
Dance:
*B. Bl. Fool
*Havin' a Hunch
*It's Possible

7-10pm
Work Act 2

Dress Run
Call: 6:30
Go: 8pm

6:30-?
Dress Run
Act 2

6:30-?
Dress Run
Act 1

26

4

3

2

Thursday

Wednesday

Dance:
*Thinks (Reprise)
*Chasing the Whos

Block

Seussical Rehearsal Schedule

27

22
Performance!

28
Performance!

29
Performance!
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Seussical Concept Statement
Based upon the works of Dr. Seuss, Stephen Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens' 1998 musical
Seussical presents a brand new story incorporating many of Seuss' most cherished characters
in a re-imagined "mash-up" of elements from many of his classic children's stories. The
musical begins when a boy discovers a strange red-and-white striped hat, wonders who wears
it, and imagines a cat wearing that hat. Through the power of the Boy's imagination, The Cat
in the Hat is brought to life and guides the boy in creating the rest of the story, taking the
audience along for the journey. As the Boy imagines characters, places, and events, he gets
pulled into the story and becomes Jojo, a boy living on the planet Who, which is in serious
trouble. Set in a wide array oflocations, from fantasy locales like the Jungle ofNool to local
American destinations such as Palm Beach, California, Seussical combines both the
imaginary and the familiar to demonstrate the power of the imagination.
When the Boy first enters, he is in a completely empty space: barren and devoid of
life, except for the iconic red-and-white striped hat. However, as soon as he begins using his
imagination, the world of Seussical opens up to him: an empty coloring book that is filled in
by the imaginations of the performers and the audience; the world is created onstage as it is
being told. Seussical will be set in a fantasy-influenced modem context: the time period and
place are both make-believe, but include some familiar references to modem objects, events,
and r~al world locations.
Thematically, Seussical centers on the power that the imagination can hold. It is the
act of creating and believing in things that cannot necessarily be seen that drives the actions
of the characters, whether they embrace the idea or shun it. Another important theme from
the show is the importance of embracing individuality. Whether it's discovering a sense of
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self, understanding that what makes you unique can give you power, or learning to be
accepting of others despite their differences, each of the characters struggle with accepting
the individuality of either themselves or others. By the end, the characters embrace their
uniqueness, and recognize the endless possibilities that the imagination can open, inviting the
audience to join them: although the musical has concluded, the story can still continue.
Seussical is extremely presentational in nature, and I plan to incorporate this style in
the production and design elements. I want to create a world of whimsy; this world is like a
coloring book that encourages its' users to color outside the lines, very similar to the vibrant
colors and rounded, asymmetrical shapes that are found in the illustrations of Dr. Seuss'
books. The characters should jump off the page into the story! Texturally, I want the play to
appear soft and inviting to create a welcoming tone to the audience.
Elements of spectacle should be multi-purposed. Everyday items should be used to
create the props and costumes, perhaps some of them even being pulled from areas within the
scenery. These items should be more representational than realistic. For example, the Cat in
the Hat might pull out an umbrella that he uses to create a news helicopter hovering over the
Jungle ofNool. Scenically, I would like a flexible unit set incorporating many different
levels. There should be room for surprises: perhaps hidden areas for entrances, or elements of
the setting that open and close, slide in and out, or unfold onstage. The scenic elements will
adapt, becoming brighter, more colorful and more detailed as the story progresses. Lighting,
similarly, will start out dim and minimal, but grow brighter and more vibrant as the Seussical
world comes to life. I also would like to utilize the cyclorama to create a sky illusion that is
able to change colors.
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Choreography and staging should feel spontaneous, energizing and free, almost
childlike at times. The actors will be used to help establish locations and events in the play
through creative movement and their use of the set and props, similar to the way children use
Legos or Tinker Toys when playing pretend. The Cat in the Hat will be used as a guide in the
creation of these different elements, assisting in bringing the play to life through his playful
interaction with the audience and other characters. I would like to incorporate entrances or
even perhaps scenes taking place in the audience or other unexpected places in the theatre to
keep the spectators on their toes, physically engaged in all that is happening around them.
Nothing should be predictable: everything should have an immediate, improvisational feel.
A special consideration for casting would be the incorporation of child actors. I would
like to have young people make up a significant percentage of the chorus. However, the
chorus would not be limited to only children. Some of the roles (Mayor, Mrs. Mayor,
General Schmitz) would almost require adults being cast, but many of the other roles could
be cast with people of varying ages, from teenagers through adulthood depending on their
ability to help carry the show.
In this production, I would like the actors' use of their imaginations in creating the
world for their characters to awaken the imagination of the audience. Instead of simply
watching the play, the viewers' imaginations will be engaged and they will each become an
active part of the creation of the Seussica/ world for themselves as they engage in the
production from their seat. These ideas envelop the major themes present in the show. The
most important thing I would like for both audience and the performers to recognize through
the Seussical experience is that there is potential in everything to change, and through the use
of our imaginations, we possess the transformative power to make the ordinary extraordinary.
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Event Frame Analysis
Climax

Crisis

Complication

/

Denouement

Inciting Action/
Moment of Engagement

/

Exposition

Final Event

EVENT: Saving Who
INCITING
ACTION/
MOMENT OF
ENGAGEMENT

~

rT1
,..;

z

0

(;,!)

<
E-<
0

~
~

Boy/
Jojo

The Boy begins
to create a story
about a planet
called Who,
which is located
on a dust speck
floating
precariously
through space.
The Boy
imagines Horton
the Elephant, who
hears the Whos'
cries for help,
catches their dust
speck on a soft
clover, and
promises to
protect them.

COMPLICATION

CRISIS

CLIMAX

DENOUEMENT

FINAL
EVENT

The Cat in the Hat
pushes (literally)
the boy into the
story as Jojo, the
Mayor of Who's
son. Jojo gets in
trouble for the
chaos caused by
his Thinks, and is
sent away to
military school.

Jojo
deserts the
army and
tries to
escape
across a
minefield.
In the
attempt,
the mines
explode,
and Jojo is
lost. The
Cat in the
Hat hints
that Jojo
should
follow his
hunches
home.

The jungle
animals
do not
notice the
Whos,
despite
their
attempts,
and are
about to
boil the
clover in
Beezlenut
Oil. It is
up to Jojo
to think of
something
to save
them.

Jojo thinks the
great Yopp: a
new word the
reverberates
loudly enough to
be heard by the
jungle creatures.
The Whos are
saved because
Jojo proved their
existence.

Jojo ends
the
adventure.
Jojo and
The Cat
invite the
audience
to think of
what
happens
next in the
story.

Figure 1. Boy/Jojo's Story
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Climax

Crisis

Complication

/

Denouement
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Final Event

I/ Exposition

EVENT· Horton's

INCITING
ACTION/
MOMENT OF
ENGAGEMENT

~

rJ1

,..;

z

0

t:,!)

<
E-1
~~

Horton

After Horton
promises to keep
planet Who safe,
the jungle
animals mock
Horton for
believing that the
tiny planet even
exists. The
Wickersham
brothers steal the
clover and hand
it off to Vlad
Vladikoff, who
flies away and
drops the clover
into a gigantic
clover field.

______________

COMPLICATION

CRISIS

CLIMAX

DENOUEMENT

FINAL
EVENT

While Horton is
searching the
clover field for
Who, Mayzie
convinces him to
sit on her nest and
watch her egg so
she can have a
break. She doesn't
return and Horton
is stuck caring for
the egg through all
the seasons.

While
sitting on
Mayzie's
egg,
Horton is
captured
by hunters
and sent
on a tour
with the
circus.
Gertrude
finds
Horton,
and
returns his
clover,
which she
found
after
weeks of
searching.

Horton is
put on
trial for
"talking to
a speck,
disturbing
the peace,
and
loitering
on an egg
(Flaherty,
91)!" He
is found
guilty, and
the Who's
clover is
going to
be boiled.

Jojo comes up
with a Think that
the jungle
animals hear,
and Who is
saved. Mayzie's
egg hatches: it is
an ElephantBird! Horton
realizes he will
not be able to
raise the baby
alone.

Gertrude
agrees to
help
Horton
raise the
Elephant
-Bird.

Figure 2. Horton's Story
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The protagonist of Seussical is a young boy who brings the Cat in the Hat, one of Dr.
Seuss's most well known and beloved characters, to life through the power of his
imagination. The Cat suggests other possibilities that the Boy could create simply through
using his imagination and opens the Boy's eyes to ''the Thinks [he] can think when [he
thinks] about Seuss" (10). The moment of engagement for the Boy is when he helps create
the Jungle ofNool and brings to life Horton the Elephant, who hears cries for help from the
inhabitants of a tiny planet called Who, which is blowing through the air on a tiny speck of
dust (16-18). Horton catches the dust speck on a small clover and promises to protect the
Whos, despite being mocked by the other jungle inhabitants for believing in something that
no one can see (19-20). The Cat in the Hat helps zoom in on Who to see what life is like
there, and why the Whos are in such terrible trouble. Along with Jojo, we understand their
helplessness, and are invested in seeing how things turn out for the inhabitants of Who.
As the Boy envisions the story unfolding, the Cat in the Hat complicates matters by
quite literally pushing the Boy into the story. Instead of creating the story from the outside
and witnessing those actions unfold, the Boy becomes a character in his own tale: Jojo, the
Mayor of Who's son (31). The Cat teases us with just a few details about Jojo in the
beginning of the play, describing him as "a boy from this world who has Thinks just like [the
Boy] (13 )." As it turns out, those Thinks frequently get Jojo in trouble for taking him to new
places and being disruptive in his classes, which result in his suspension from school (31 ).
Jojo's parents try to convince him to "think some Normal Thinks instead," but the Cat
continues to encourage him to do otherwise (32). While taking his bath, Jojo thinks of the
fish that might inhabit McElligott's pool, they cause a flood in the house, and his parents are
dismayed (34-35). Absolutely lost in figuring out what they can do to help their son not be a
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nuisance at school, Jojo's parents are introduced to a military academy by the Cat in the Hat,
and they decide to send him there to try and get his Thinks under control (39). In the military
academy, Jojo feels completely isolated, and doesn't believe there is anyone who understands
him or what he is capable of. He pleads for one friend who will believe in him, and Horton,
who is also feeling very alone, hears him (42). Each finds a friend in the other who
understands their special ability to believe in that which cannot be seen, strengthening their
resolve to continue on their paths: Jojo, to speak up for his beliefs and continue to create, and
Horton, to continue to guard the clover and protect the Whos.
Although Horton tries to protect Who, the clover is stolen from him by some of the
jungle animals, taken far away, and dropped a hundred miles into a huge field of clovers
(54). The town is "scrapped" and lost in the clover field, but the General of the military
academy is focused on marching to war to fight for those who eat their bread butter-side-up
(66, 77). Jojo realizes the uselessness of the Butter Battle, and recognizes how important it is
to try to rebuild Who since there is no one else to help them. He tries to reason with the
General, but to no avail. Jojo turns in his sword and hat and leaves to go home. The General
tries to stop him, but Jojo refuses to listen and hops across a minefield. There is a large
explosion: Jojo is gone (77-78). Although everyone else believes that he was killed, Jojo is
actually just lost and alone, with no idea of how to return home. He calls out for Horton to
help him, but is unable to find him (81 ). The Cat in the Hat introduces the Hunches, who at
first are overwhelming to Jojo-they frighten and confused him, and he is more lost than
before. He decides to confront the Cat and demand that he leave, realizing that all of the
Thinks that he was guided to create caused the trouble he is now experiencing (82-83). The
Cat agrees, but before he goes encourages Jojo to think of a "glimmer of light" instead of
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focusing on his fear and confusion. Jojo realizes that all of this is happening in his mind, and
must think his way home, with the help of the Cat and the Hunches (83-84). Jojo is reunited
with his parents, and the citizens of Who are able to focus their attentions on saving their tiny
planet.
Although they are no longer floating through the air, Who is still in great peril. The
jungle animals have decided to put Horton on trial for the stir he has caused for believing that
the tiny planet even exists, and the clover on which they rest is Exhibit A (91). Horton tries to
convince them that the Whos are real even though they can't be seen, but the animals simply
refuse to believe him (94). The judge ultimately decides that the dust speck will be boiled "in
a hot steaming kettle ofBeezlenut Oil (95)." Horton, helpless, pleads with the citizens of
Who to do anything and everything they can to prove that they actually exist. All Who
citizens try their hardest to prove their existence, but the jungle animals still are unable to
hear them. Realizing that there is nothing else they are able to do and that Who and all its
citizens are certainly doomed, they turn to Jojo to think of something that will save their
small planet. "The fate of the Whos" is completely in Jojo's hands. A "peculiar new word
... no one ever had heard" came into Jojo's mind (97).
As the Whos put every ounce of their strength into being heard and the jungle
creatures eagerly chant for the clover to be boiled, Jojo unleashes the great "Yopp!" that
reverberates throughout universe (97-98). Having learned how to use his Thinks for good,
Jojo's new word is heard by the jungle creatures, the Whos' existence is finally proven, and
their world is saved. The citizens of Who honor Jojo "as Thinker Non-Stop" instead of
admonishing him for the trouble caused by his Thinks, and some of the previously skeptical
jungle creatures volunteer to help Horton protect them (98).
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Once Who's safety is certain, the Cat in the Hat and Jojo end the adventures for the
time being, but the thinking doesn't stop. Jojo imagines the sky turning pink, then he and the
Cat invite the audience to imagine what happens next in the story (100). The audience has
seen the world created through the eyes of the Boy, and is now given an open ending and are
able to continue the story however they imagine after the play is over.
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Given Circumstances
Environment:
The story that the Boy creates in Seussical is set in a fantasy locale, the Jungle of
Nool. The weather is hot, but pleasant with blue skies and breezes. The inhabitants of the
jungle have the nearby river Walloo, pools and lakes available to cool them, as well as trees
that provide shade to relieve them from the heat (Flaherty 13-16). The jungle is in close
proximity to a wide variety of geographical features such as the desert of Dreze, mountains,
fields, beaches, and the sea (51-55). The climate is temperate, and the region experiences
storms, leaves falling in autumn, and snow and sleet during the winter months (60-61 ). Even
though Nool is fictional, it is a travelable distance from familiar US cities such as Fort Worth
and New York City, both of which Horton through as he travels with the circus (58, 67-68).
Within the Jungle of Nool is another imaginary world: a planet called Who, which
resides on "a small speck of dust" that blows precariously through the air (18). This world is
very similar to small towns you would fmd in the USA today, except it's "smaller than the
eye can see" (25). Who is filled with tiny houses, grocery stores, streets, tunnels, and busses
(27). At the top of the play, it is a rainy day on Who (31 ). Their planet is currently in peril:
[They're] on the brink of war! They say/ We're going to war, and oh my! I
'Cause if we do, then here on Who/Well, you can kiss Whoville goodbye! I
Our skies are unbearably dark. I And war is unbearably near .. ./ And that's not
the end of our troubles here .. ./ For on the other side of town/ the Truffula
trees/ were all cut down. [ ... ]So here on Who/ We live in fear/ We're
drifting through space/ And cannot steer! I A troubled and a tiny land... (29)
The Whos have little control over the events that are unfolding on their planet as it is
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propelled through space, and they "live in fear" (29.) They rely on Horton to protect them, as
he is "the only one who hears" their cries for help (30).

Date: year, season:
The play begins on the 15th of May, and progresses over the course of approximately
a year and a half (16). No specific year is stated, implying that this story could take place in
many time periods. Horton and Jojo meet more than a week after the elephant uses the clover
to catch Who (40). It is summertime when the clover is stolen by the Wickersham Brothers
(49). Horton searches for the clover for an indeterminate amount of time, symbolized by a
ticking clock sound, when Mayzie interrupts his search (58). She convinces Horton to watch
her egg while she takes a vacation, and he is there as the season changes to fall and winter
(61 ). He is captured by hunters, travels across the sea and is sold to the circus, which travels
the country. Ironically, Horton is finally reunited with Mayzie as the circus travels through
Palm Beach, and he states that he has been sitting on her egg "for fifty-one weeks," which
would place us in the summertime (72). Once Mayzie abandons her egg for good, the play
shifts focus back to Jojo's experiences at the military academy, and it is Christmas time (77).
From that point on, there is no specific mention of how time progresses in the play.
While Horton was travelling with the circus, Gertrude McFuzz spent seven weeks
searching for Horton's clover, and travelled across the land to find Horton after he was
captured (87-89). She reunites Horton with the Whos, and the elephant is immediately placed
on trial by other jungle animals, who have also been following Horton to arrest him for his
disruptions in the jungle (90-91 ). The trial takes place in one uninterrupted court session (9197).
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Socio-political environment:
The Jungle ofNool is a typically peaceful and joyful environment (17). The jungle
culture is placed in human context, referencing such locales such as doctor's offices,
courtrooms, and insane asylums (47, 91, 94). There are definitive social groups and evidence
of cliquing, as demonstrated by the character groupings of the Wickersham Brothers, Bird
Girls, and Sour and Baby Kangaroo (19-21). Socially, the jungle is very similar to the
societal structures one would find in the United States today. Horton specifically is ganged
up on and bullied by the other jungle creatures for breaking from the pack and believing in
something that the others are unable to see or hear. He is ostracized for thinking differently
from the others (20). The jungle inhabitants are very gossipy, and news of Horton's
suspected insanity is broadcast through the jungle channels, both through conversation and
the news network (21-22).
Characters want to feel that they fit in and belong, as evidenced by Gertrude's desire
to change the appearance of her "one-feather tail" in order to win Horton's affections (44).
When she sees how everyone flocks to Mayzie's "fabulous tail," Gertrude goes to the
extreme via the jungle's version of plastic surgery: visiting the Doctor to get a pill that will
make her tail grow (45-4 7). Politically, there are definite laws followed in the jungle, most
notably in this particular story, the law against creating hoaxes that break the peace or
making major waves in the daily jungle life in Nool (23-24). There is a formal court structure
in this world as well; Citizen's arrests may be made and offenders taken to court to be tried
and sentenced for their offenses (90-91 ).
Planet Who is also very similar to our own society. They live in a democracy, having
elected political figures (31 ). Their world is a miniaturized version of a small city in
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America, with "the tiniest houses and grocery stores ... tiny umbrellas that drip on the tiniest
floors ... tiniest tunnels and tiniest streets [,] miniature buses with miniature seats, miniature
buildings with miniature windows and doors" (27). The Whos are very proud of their world,
boasting of their marching band, Christmas traditions, and tidy, clean, friendly way of life
(28). While they are proud of their accomplishments, the Whos recognize that their world is
in a very precarious position, and they are "struggling to stay alive." Environmentally, they
have no control over where their planet blows in the wind, and know they could wind up
crashing or drowning (26). Their skies are "unbearably dark," and all of the Truffula trees,
which "once stood tall in all their glory," have all been cut down (29).
Besides having no control over where their tiny dust speck ends up, the Whos are also
"on the brink of war" (29). Believing very strongly in "eating bread butter-side-up," General
Schmitz and the cadets from the military academy declare, "as for those who like their butter
down ... we'll go to war and run them out of town!" and that military life is "what makes a
boy a man" (39). As those from the military demonstrate, conformity is a very sought-after
trait in the Whos. Their green-eggs-and-ham call and response chant is used throughout the
play whenever they are onstage, following the General's orders to a tee, and General Schmitz
boasts of the abilities of his school to turn boys into men. Jojo's parents are also trying to
find a way to help their son fit into the mainstream society, encouraging him to "think some
Normal Thinks instead" (32).
There are no explicit references to the economic environment in this play. However,
based on the political and social environment, a safe assumption could be made that both the
Jungle ofNool and Who have some form of a capitalist economy, due to their social
structures and similarity to the socio-political environment of the United States.
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Religious environment:
Citizens of the Jungle ofNool and Whoville alike both reference a land called "Solla
Sollew" (43-44). This is a place that Horton describes as "a faraway land [,] so the stories all
tell [,] somewhere beyond the horizon. If we can find it then all will be well. Troubles there
are few" (74). The only details about Solla Sollew are the ones that have been told through
folklore; it is very much a mythological location that both cultures seek to discover. Jojo
likens Solla Sollew to heaven, and the characters yearn for this place in their darkest times:
when Horton is alone at the circus after Mayzie gives her egg to him permanently, when Jojo
is alone at the military academy, and when Mr. and Mrs. Mayor are missing their son at
Christmastime (75). Solla Sollew is an undiscovered land, and when someone gets close, it
disappears. The characters speculate about what this place will be like when they finally find
it, and have their own clear images of what it is like. The commonality in all of their visions
is that it is a place of peace, comfort, love, and safety: there are no troubles there, and they
will "be home" with the ones that they love when they finally find their way to Solla Sollew
(76). The willingness of the characters to continue to search for Solla Sollew demonstrates
their desire to fmd happiness, as well as a perseverant nature, perhaps bolstered by their faith
that they will one day reach this land. When circumstances in their lives weigh on them, they
turn to this mythical land and continue to seek comfort. The characters all try to remain

positive and look on the bright side of whatever their situations are. In one particular
instance, the characters state outright that their philosophy is "things could be worse," even
as their worlds seem to be falling apart (63).
In Whoville, Christmas is celebrated. They have traditions that they tout, such as the
Grinch retelling his Christmas tale, and the children delight in this yearly spectacle. Similar
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to the original Dr. Seuss book focusing on the same character, Christmas comes despite
terrible things happening in the world of the Whos, once again highlighting their
determination aq.d focus on the happier things in life (78-79).

Previous action:
Prior to the start of the action in this play, things were happier on Who: they used to
have Truffula trees, but they were all cut down (29). Jojo's father has just been elected as the
Major of Who, and Jojo has been suspended from school because he "invented new Thinks
which defy all description!" and gave his teacher "a nervous conniption." These Thinks
"were so wild they disrupted [his] classes and made Mrs. Mackel-Who drop her new glasses"
(31 ). Jojo wasn't always trouble, however, and his parents are baffled by this "thinking
thing" which seems to be the cause of it (36).
In the Jungle ofNool, Gertrude McFuzz has tried to catch the attention of Horton the
Elephant and believes that it's her "one-feather tail" that is the cause of him not noticing her.
She's tried to decorate and embellish her tail to get him to notice her, but to no avail (44).
Mayzie LaBird used to be "a plain little bird like [Gertrude]" but she visited a doctor who
prescribed pills for her that would make her tail "Amayzing [sic]." Since the advent of her
amazing tail, she has gained popularity and lives a very glamorous lifestyle (45).
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Polar Attitudes and Character Analysis
Cat in the Hat: An instigator

~

An inspiration

At the beginning of the play, the Cat in the Hat is an instigator--encouraging the
Boy/Jojo to create all different types of Thinks, and reminding him that as long as he
continues to think, there will be ideas to use (14). He guides the Boy in the creation of the
conflicts in the Jungle of Nool and on Planet Who, and finally pushes him right into the
story; the Boy is no longer creating and observing from a third person point of view, but
experiencing the action unfold as an active character in the story, Jojo (31).
The Cat continues to instigate trouble for Jojo, and the child recognizes it,
exclaiming, "You got me in trouble! Get out! Go away!" but is unable to resist the fun that
the Cat suggests (32-33). The Cat also provides trouble for the other characters as well. He
serves as a TV reporter when the jungle is in an uproar over Horton's strange behavior
regarding the clover (22). He also provides a lot of trouble for Mayzie, portraying Tweet
McFirth, a singer who "spent three weeks of bliss" with the fun-loving bird, then ''the usual
segue: he flew off to San Juan leaving [her] with this egg!" (59). The Cat also portrays the
auctioneer who sells Horton to the circus and Mr. McGurkis, the ringmaster of the circus
who purchases the elephant (68-69). The Cat instigates conflict for many of the characters,
through which they must work to find their own solutions, hopefully realizing important
lessons along the way.
In addition to being an instigator, the Cat places himself in minor roles within the
story that help the characters learn how to resolve their crises. He helps guide many of the
characters along the right path instead of merely causing mischief. When Jojo is lost at war
and haunted by the Hunches, the Cat "turns on a light" and reveals that the Hunches aren't
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trouble for Jojo, but "all in his mind" (84). The Cat also reprises his role as Dr. Dake, and
helps Gertrude reverse the effects of the Pill-berry bush that made her tail grow and cause so
much trouble for her. The Cat narrates the resolution for the audience, highlighting that
Jojo's Think is what saved the Whos. Ultimately, he (along with Jojo) invites the audience to
use the power of their imaginations to continue the story after this chapter has closed (100).

Boy/Jojo: Undisciplined~Thoughtful
Undisciplined in the beginning of the play, the boy has unconnected, wild thoughts
with little semblance of order or reason: "Now that is a very unusual hat. I I wonder what's
under a hat such as that. I It could be a creature they call the Ga-Zat/ Who balances things on
his head, cause it's flat. I Or a stripe-loving Pipester from Upper Mount Bat. I Or a sort of a
kind of a hat-wearing.. ./Cat (10)!" The Boy needs guidance from the Cat in the Hat to
begin putting together a cohesive story, and when the Cat emerges from the Boy's Thinks, he
begins to receive assistance in bringing his story to life.
In the beginning, the Cat provides much of the detail of the story, "An unusual story
will soon be unfurled/ Of an elephant trying to save a small world .. ./ And a boy from that
world who has Thinks just like you (13)!" The boy provides the shape to the details of the
story that the Cat suggests, but as the play moves on, the Boy's role becomes more active. He
begins by imagining the story as the Cat provides many of the details, occasionally inserting
his own ideas. The Boy is a third-party observer, helping to guide the action of the story.
When the Cat pushes him into the story, he experiences the action first-hand as Jojo, the
Mayor of Who's son, who has Thinks just like the Boy. Initially, Jojo's Thinks are viewed as
being disruptive and troublesome, and his parents put him in military school as a result. As
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)

Jojo continues to think his Thinks, he discovers how to use them productively as he works
his way through the obstacles the Cat sets up for him. Through the Cat's actions, Jojo realizes
that he has all the tools he needs: "brains in [his] head and feet in [his] shoes," and is able to
"steer [him] self any direction he choose[s]," which leads him home and reunites him with
his parents (85).
Jojo, having learned to harness the power of his imagination has one final task: to
save Planet Who from certain doom when the jungle animals are insistent upon boiling the
dust speck at Horton's trial. All of the Whos working together aren't enough to prove their
existence, and Horton and the Whos tum to Jojo and implore him to "think of something!"
(97). At this moment, the Cat pauses the action and narrates, "Now just for a moment, young
Jojo looked grim. I The fate of the Whos rested squarely on him! I But then came a think:/ A
peculiar new word! I The kind of a word no one ever had heard!" (97). Before this moment,
Jojo had only gotten in trouble for the enormity of his Thinks, and now holds the fate of the
Whos in his hands. He unleashes his new word: the "great Yopp!" and his voice reverberates
loudly through the universe," proving the Whos existence to the jungle animals (98). Jojo is
hailed as a hero, and "now all [his] Thinks would forever be heard" (98). Through Jojo, the
Boy learns the power inherent in his imagination, as well as how to use it productively
instead of creating havoc.

Horton:

~

"Steadfast" (1)

As described by the author, Horton is "steadfast and responsible and always tries to
do the right thing for his friends. He is imaginative and receptive to the world around him.
He is very un-self-conscious. Horton's view of the world never changes-he believes in its
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goodness" (1 ). He is very considerate of others and insists throughout the play, "a person's a
person, no matter how small." Horton doesn't sway in his dedication to the Whos or break
his promise to protect him even as he is mocked, chased, and bullied by his neighbors in the
jungle. He continues to defend the Whos, "It's true. Please believe me. I tell you sincerely, I
My ears are quite keen and I heard him quite clearly" (20) even when it's apparent that the
other animals aren't going to listen to him.
After his clover is stolen from him by the Wickersham Brothers and passed to Vlad
Vladikoff, Horton follows them and searches through millions of clovers to try and rescue
them (58). When he starts to think that his quest to find them is hopeless, Mayzie LaBird
comes along and tries to convince him to watch her egg, but he refuses, "Why, Mayzie, I
couldn't. Of all silly things! I I haven't got feathers. I haven't got wings. I And not only that,
but I'm here on a search. I I just couldn't leave my poor Whos in the lurch!" (59). However,
softened by Mayzie's insistence that she's exhausted and needs a short break, he agrees to
take care of the egg for the afternoon (60). Mayzie abandons him, and he stays sitting on an
egg in a nest at the top of a tree. Horton struggles with this predicament: "I can't leave this
nest. I No, I meant what I said. I This egg might get frozen/ But the Whos might be dead! I I
couldn't say no/ When I heard Mayzie beg! I Now I'm caught between a dust speck/ And an
incubating egg!!" (62). He doesn't forget the promises he has made to others and struggles
with how he will be able to keep all his promises.
When he is captured by the hunters and sold to the circus, he "tries to be a good
sport," and goes along with the act to appease the audience (69). However, he still hopes that
Mayzie will follow through on her promise to return to retrieve her egg so he can return to
his work saving Who (71 ). When Horton realizes that Mayzie has abandoned her egg for
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good and it is up to him to care for it, he vows, "this time, I swear/ I'll do better than try. I I'll
protect you from harm. I Yes, I'll do it or die!" (74) in the hopes that he will not fail the egg
like he feels that he failed Who.
Gertrude shows up at the circus, demonstrating perseverance and dedication when she
presents Horton's clover to him after an arduous search for both the elephant and the flower;
Horton realizes; "Gertrude... I never noticed ... you're ... Amazing?' (89). Horton once again
promises that he won't let the Whos down, and mere moments later is found by the Sour
Kangaroo and put on trial by the jungle animals for his disturbance (91). Staying true to his
beliefs, he insists in court, as he has always done, that the Whos are real, and are "smaller
than the eye can see" (92). While he and Gertrude both try to plead his case, they are
overpowered by the cries of the other jungle creatures until Horton "emits a tremendous,
angry elephant trumpet," the first time he has demonstrated any anger at his situation. This
outburst finally silences the chaos in the courtroom (93). Horton makes his final statement:
that he will not break either of his promises because "an elephant's faithful one hundred
percent" (94). He doesn't care what happens to him, but he "will not desert [his] egg and [he]
will not abandon Who" (94). He pleads, one final time, for the court to save Who, but based
upon the evidence, the judge sentences Horton to the Nool Asylum for the Criminally Insane
and orders the dust speck to be boiled.
With the safety of the Whos out of his hands, Horton urges them to find some way to
prove their own existence to the jungle creatures. There is nothing more he can do to save
them; they must save themselves (95). He supports and encourages them in their attempts,
but to no avail until Jojo thinks the great Yopp (97). Horton delights in the fact that the
smallest of the Whos, Jojo, was the one who was able to prove their existence with his Think,
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supporting Horton's continuous claim that "a person's a person, no matter how small."
Jojo also creates the Think of the creature in the egg as the court case is settled. As
the egg hatches, it reveals an elephant-bird, much to the surprise of the jungle creatures:
something else that had never before been seen. Horton is moved by the birth of the elephantbird, recognizing himself in the creature "except for the wings," and Gertrude recognizes its
bird half in the creature's voice. Like any new father, Horton begins to express his panic that
he will not be able to fulfill his promise to the creature. "Gertrude, what will I do? I am slow.
I am fat. All I know is the earth. He'll need much more than that!" (99). Gertrude reassures
him that they will raise the elephant-bird through their support and belief in each other (99).

Gertrude: "Self-conscious" (2)

~Confident

Gertrude initially describes how sad she is that her tail is so plain and small. She is
very self-deprecating, describing it as "a tail that simply wasn't meant/ to catch the eye of an
elephant" (44). She does not have a healthy self-image, and has tried to change her tail in
many different ways to catch Horton's attention. Gertrude is taken under Mayzie's wing,
who understands her plight, having been in a similar situation. Mayzie encourages her to visit
a Doctor who will prescribe pills that can make Gertrude's tail, and Gertrude herself"almost
as amayzing [sic]" as Mayzie (47). Gertrude rushes to the Doctor's office and asks for the
pills, but the Doctor is unwilling to give them to Gertrude, justifying his diagnosis, "your
little tail is just right for your kind of bird!" (47). Gertrude would take none of this and threw
tantrums until the Doctor, fed up, gives in and prescribes the Pill-berry bush for Gertrude.
She takes the pills, her tail begins to grow, and continues taking "one more, one more, one
more pill" until she has ''the biggest tail of all" (48-49).
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Feeling more confident in her appearance due to her tail, she approaches Horton as he
is searching for his stolen clover, but he still fails to notice her. When the hunters capture
Horton, Gertrude tries to fly to his rescue, but her enormous tail prevents her from doing so
(62). She now realizes that this new tail was a mistake, and how "foolish and vain" she has
been, and asks the Doctor to remove it so she can save Horton (87). The process was painful,
and she struggled as she searched high and low to find Horton. She persevered through many
difficult trials, including spending seven weeks just to find his lost clover for him.
It is through her self-sacrifice that Horton finally notices how amazing Gertrude is,

not through her tail (87-89). She stands by Horton during his trial, even when everyone else
is wishing for a verdict of guilty (93). When the egg that Horton has been caring for fmally
hatches at the end of the trial, he is dubious of his ability to care for the egg, but Gertrude
assures him that together they will support each other and succeed in raising the hatchling

(99).

Mayzie: Selfish 7 Generous (2)
Mayzie is a very selfish character. Her first appearance in the play, she is being
interviewed on the news regarding Horton's strange behavior talking to a dust speck. The
jungle is all a twitter about this news, and Mayzie's comment is, "enough about Horton. Let's
talk about me (23)!" The Bird Girls flock to her and echo her statement. When she re-appears
later, she sings of how she was "once a plain little bird," and she took her self-improvement
into her own hands. She went to a doctor and was prescribed a pill that made her "Amayzing
[sic] Mayzie" (45). She basks in the glow of her popularity, and lives a very glamorous
lifestyle.
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When Horton discovers her sitting on an egg, she exclaims that she's "bored and ...
cranky and tired/ sitting day after day./ Who knew so much work/ was required?!/ I'd much
rather play!" and convinces Horton to sit on her nest so she can take a break (59). Mayzie
promises she'll only be gone for a short while, but leaves Horton, abandons her egg, and
continues her travels to exotic locations. Only through coincidence does she reunite with
Horton, when the circus he is a part of happens to travel to Palm Beach, where Mayzie is
"lazing away by the sea" (71 ).
Although her lifestyle is carefree, she still complains of being bored, cranky, and
tired, and goes to the circus in search of something new (72). Horton asks her to take back
her egg, and she is extremely hesitant, making up excuses for why she can't take it back, and
taking credit for Horton's success, calling him "Amayzing [sic] Horton! I That egg-sitting
circus sensation!" She realizes that her egg is in much better care if Horton were to keep it,
describing herself as "unreliable, fancy free, irresponsible, crazy ... , always eager to fly,"
and recognizes that she has finally, "just for once ... done something right" (73). In her one
moment of generosity, she gives the egg to Horton because it is the right thing to do, not only
because she doesn't want to care for it.

Sour Kangaroo: Haughty

~

Supportive

Sour Kangaroo's attitude towards Horton's discovery of Who is very dismissive. She
laughs at him, and her young kangaroo follows along in suit. She calls Horton "the biggest
blame fool in the Jungle ofNool" for believing in something that has never before been
proven to exist. She admits to her tactics being potentially "nasty" and "cruel," but doesn't
care who she tells because she believes so strongly in her view of the world (19-20).
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Overconfident, she believes that what she thinks is right because "a mother like [her] should
know" (92). The other animals of the jungle join in her mockery, and express their disgust for
Horton because his actions have created such a fuss (23-24).
At Horton's expense, Sour Kangaroo watches with the other jungle animals as his
clover is stolen and whisked far away from him, and his chase to rescue it is broadcast on the
news (51). All of the animals, Sour Kangaroo included, call this act cruel, but do nothing to
change its outcome (54). They watch as Horton is captured by the hunters and taken away for
his strange behavior of sitting on an egg in a nest in a tree (66-67). She finally catches up to

him in the travelling circus, and makes a citizen's arrest in order to put him on trial for his
disturbance (90-91 ).
Sour Kangaroo serves as the "star witness" against Horton in his trial, but the only
evidence that she is able to offer is that he's "the biggest blame fool in the jungle ofNool"
for talking to the dust speck and sitting on Mayzie's egg (92). Horton's pleading and
insistence that the Whos are real does not sway Sour Kangaroo, and she (along with the other
jungle animals) insists that the dust speck be boiled "in a hot steaming kettle of Beezlenut
Oil" (95). It is Jojo's "Yopp!" that finally halts their demands (97-98). Once Who's existence
is proven to her, she not only stops mocking Horton, but states, "from now on, I'm going to
protect them with you!" along with the Small Kangaroo (98).

The Wickersham Brothers: Mischievous
The Wickersham Brothers are described by the playwrights as "a lot like kids who
tease, play pranks, and get a kick out of making mischief, although often at others' expense,"
however, they are insistent that the Wickershams are "not bad guys!" (2). These monkeys
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follow Sour Kangaroo's lead, and make fun of Horton for being the "biggest blame fool,"
calling him "fat," "dumb," and "slow," as they have observed from the trees limbs above.
They enjoy this opportunity to tease Horton, dancing gleefully as they mock him (20-21).
The mood shifts as it turns to night, "dark and menacing," and the Wiskershams reenter the scene, "looking for a little fun" (49). They proclaim their desire to "monkey
around" and discover Horton. They encircle and continue to tease him for believing in the
dust speck full of Whos, who Wickersham #2 points out "who are not!" and take this
opportunity to steal the clover. In this game of Monkey-in-the-Middle, the monkeys are the
individuals keeping the ball away from the intended target, Horton, and they lead him
through the jungle, over the desert, through forests and beaches, chasing after the clover. This
causes a ruckus as everyone watches Horton chasing the Whos, and the local news stations
cover the story, reporting on the backup that it's causing in the jungle (51-52). Eventually,
they stop running, and once again encircle Horton, "holding the clover just out of reach"
(52). They insist to Horton that the clover is "safe as can be," and that they are "monkeys to
trust," and to ensure that Horton agrees they hand the clover off to "a black-bottomed eagle
name Vlad Vladikoff' who takes the clover and flies away with it in tow (52-53). The
Wickershams don't seem to realize the hurtful nature of their words and actions, and do and
say these things simply because it's all fun and games to them.

General Schmitz: Authoritative

~

Fallible

General Schmitz is confident in his ability to turn a boy into a man through their
emollment in his military academy. "He is not sadistic, mean or abusive! He is proud! He is
doing the right thing for his boys! He is making the world a better place!" as the playwrights
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describe (2). His entrances are grand, and he is accompanied everywhere by his cadets, who
follow their marching orders to a tee, sounding off their green-eggs-and-ham marching call
(40-41). Schmitz boasts that his school "is the answer/ for shirkers and dreamers and twits,"
and there he will "drill the silliness from his head" and tum Jojo from a boy into a man (3738). General Schmitz prizes himself on making the students of the military academy
conform, stating "Why, you'd never know that just a few short months ago this one hummed
in the shower! This one couldn't color within the lines! And this one actually had an
Opinion" (38)!
General Schmitz believes very strongly in going to war to fight for the Butter Side
Uppers. He tells the cadets, "war is a thing that does every boy good. I We will sleep in the
trenches and go without supper/ To make the world safe for each Butter Side Upper./ And
we'll shoot every traitor and all out oftowners/ Who side with those bibulous Butter Side
Downers!" (77). When Jojo tries to reason with him, he does not listen, and as the boy turns
in his equipment and tries to desert the army, General Schmitz tries to order him to stop as he
attempts to escape across a minefield. After each order, Jojo hops a little further away as the
General gives formal orders first, "Soldier you will obey!" then softening the order to, "You
will halt!" When Jojo doesn't stop, the General grows increasingly more worried, calling him
by his given name, "Jojo, come back!" and in his final desperate moment, "Son, wait!" to no
avail (77). There are sounds of battle, and a loud explosion, and Jojo is lost (78).
General Schmitz must deliver the news that Jojo has been lost in the Butter Battle to
his parents, and to make matters worse, this must be done on Christmas at the Whos' feast.
He pays his respects to Jojo's parents by telling them that Jojo "did not want to fight./ And
he may have been right./ Here's his sword. And his hat./ Regrets. And goodnight." When
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the General thinks that he has lost Jojo, one of his cadets, he realizes that perhaps he may
have been wrong in his insistence that war is a good thing for boys. His demeanor changes,
and he is very gentle with Jojo's parents. No longer certain of his authority, he admits in the
toughest of situations that the child may have been right (90).

The Whos/The Jungle Creatures:
These character groupings should be "played for their inherent humanity" as the
playwrights describe (2). This humanity allows the audience to examine themselves in the
characters actions and reactions through the Brechtian concept of alienation. Always aware
that we are watching fantasy instead of real life, playing the characters for their humanity
allows the audience a glimpse into how we treat others who think differently from us. As we
watch the Boy/Jojo and Horton react to society's treatment of them, the audience will
hopefully learn that it's ok to break from the pack and find their own unique ways oflooking
at and interacting with our world.
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Analysis of Dialogue
A large portion of the dialogue and lyrics of Seussical are direct quotes from the
children's books written by Dr. Seuss. His style is mimicked throughout the play for the
additions by Lynn Ahrens, keeping the style of dialogue consistent. Written in anapestic
tetrameter, (lines consisting of four feet, each foot made up of two unstressed syllables
followed by a stressed syllable), Seuss' meter is one of the most distinctive features of his
writing (Nel 16-17).
On the Fifteenth of MAY

In the JUNgle of NOOL
In the HEAT of the DAY,
In the COOL of the POOL,
He was SPLASHing,
EnJOYing the JUNgle's great JOYS,
When HORton the ELephant ...
HEARD a small NOISE. (Emphasis added, Flaherty 17)
The use of this meter lays emphasis on rhyming words (may and day; Nool, cool and pool;
joys and noise) and calls attention to important details about the story being told such as
setting, action, and character. Seuss understood the power of meter and rhyme to make a
story memorable, still being able to recall specific excerpts from books of his own early
childhood reading experiences (Nel 18). This meter also creates a rhythm similar to a gallop,
which helps to propel readers through his books and through the play. The rhyming scheme
is implemented in his book to help reinforce new vocabulary, and also provides clues for
beginning readers to new or ambiguous terms (Macdonald 120). The language of his books is
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simplified, and avoids the use of contractions, also incorporating strong visuals to help
identify things through pictures that young readers can't yet read (121). In his storybooks,
these visuals were reinforced through his illustrations, but in the play these will have to be
clearly represented onstage through picturiz.ation. The use of polyptoton (repetition of a word
in a different form) is prevalent in many of his works to demonstrate how words can be used
differently (122). Most notably in Seussical, the word "think" is used as both a noun and a
verb frequently throughout the play: "Oh the Thinks you can think!" (Flaherty 10).
One other feature of the script that is also prevalent in Dr. Seuss' books is the
Brechtian concept of alienation. Brecht believed that if the audience encounters the world of
the play onstage unfolding before them as if it were real, they accept that world as reality,
rather than imagining how it might be different. Brecht believed that "words, music, and
setting must become more independent of one another" (Krasner 172). He observed that ,if
those elements of a play are "fused" together, "that process of fusion extends to the spectator,
who gets thrown into the melting pot too and becomes a passive (suffering) part of the total
work of art" (172). In their introduction to Seussical, "A Few 'Thinks' From The Authors,"
Flaherty and Ahrens describe that they wanted to maintain some of Dr. Seuss's ideology in

Seussical, concluding that, "[Dr. Seuss] also believes in the pure power of the imagination...
. [which is one of the] serious concerns at the heart of 'Seussical "' (Flaherty 1). The story is
meant to be presented simply, with the authors advising, "LESS IS MORE!" (4). Perhaps
Brecht would've agreed with this advice, as he favored representation over realism in his
alienation. He believed that the "social realistic form [was] outdated.... Realism inspired
inertia rather than action" (Krasner 169).
Dr. Seuss encourages his readers to look around closely to find humor in all sorts of
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unexpected places (Macdonald 166). This humor allows the audience to laugh at certain
aspects of the situations his characters find themselves in because they are so extraordinary;
however, there are aspects of each situation that are relatable.

"[Dr. Seuss] addressed people concerned with dignified and possibly
important pursuits, and he holds up a mirror. Suddenly, our habits and
customs seem silly; our perceptions are less sure; our very speech patterns are
challenged. We laugh because Dr. Seuss uses these pieces to reveal a
comically distorted vision. Or is it superbly close to truth?" (Marschall 9)
The reader is never looking at a carbon copy of their own lives, but through a lens of the
fantastic, distancing them from the issues explored in each story, but making his characters
distinctly human enough for them and their issues to be relatable. In The Cat in the Hat,
Seuss provides a situation where his characters, the children, are under extreme stress due to
the enormous mess that the Cat is making in their house. The readers of the story can still
enjoy the silliness of the situation, however, because they are not a part of it. Through direct
address at the end of the book, the readers are asked what they would do if they were in the
situation, so they are still involved in examining how to deal with a similar predicament
(Macdonald 109). Similar to Brecht's call to action in his plays, the stories of Dr. Seuss are
also meant to inspire action in his readers.
Brecht also believed that in order for the audience to remain engaged in the theme
of the production, they must refrain from identifying too strongly with the characters. By
estranging the audience from the characters, Brecht intended to "stimulate awareness over
identification;" this is also a key component of alienation, or "the A-effect" (Krasner 170).
Silvija Jestrovic summarizes Brecht's idea of the A-effect, stating that it "places the material
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in an artificial framework, and represents it from various angles? but keeps an undistorted,
realistic image" (171). The audience does not empathize with the characters, but rather
understands the actor's part in presenting the world of the play onstage and is able to reflect
on the production. The dialogue in Seussical lends itself perfectly to this idea through
characters' direct address of the audience as well as commentary and narration of what is
happening onstage.
In Seussical, situations that might be scary or upsetting if presented in a realistic
context are made humorous by the Cat in the Hat, who pauses the action of the story when
tensions are high. For example, hunters suddenly surround Horton as he sits on Mayzie's
nest. He cries for help, and "there is chaos in the jungle. GERTRUDE tries to fly to
HORTON'S aid, but can't because of her heavy tail. She wrestles with it" (Flaherty 62). Just
as Gertrude cries out for Horton, the Cat in the Hat enters to a bouncy musical intro and
freezes the scene. He "tips the song to Horton, who unfreezes. His attitude changes
immediately from terror-stricken to blithe" (62). Other characters follow suit, each in the
midst of their own crisis, and sing directly to the audience, reminding them "how lucky
[they] are," and that "things could be worse" (63). By singing in direct address to the
audience, the characters are temporarily removed from the stressful situations they are in,
relieving some of the tension. At this point, intermission is written directly into the script,
which allows some time for the audience to decompress. When the audience returns for Act
Two, the Cat opens the act, putting the story in motion once again. As the Cat is reintroducing the events, "THE BOY runs in-the same little boy he was at the beginning of
the show-'outside' the story," and stops the Cat's intro, exclaiming, "Wait!!/ What happens
to Horton? I Does Horton get free? I Does Horton find Jojo?" (65). The Cat pushes him back
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into the story, drawing the audience back into the conflict, and we continue as the Cat
narrates the previous action of the play, reminding the audience where they had left off prior
to intermission (65-66).
Direct address of the audience happens within the context of the storytelling as
well, with many of the characters speaking about themselves in the third person as they are
acting out their story. Horton's character sets the scene for the Jungle ofNool, describing the
setting as we start his storyline. He sings, "He was splashing/ ... Enjoying the jungle's great
joys, I When Horton the Elephant/ ... Heard a small noise" (17). From this point, the story
segues into Horton speaking his dialogue and thoughts aloud for the audience in first person.
Most of the major characters in Seussical frequently play both narrator and character,
describing as well as portraying the actions of the story.
As previously stated, Ahrens and Flaherty's desire was to maintain the ideology of
Dr. Seuss in their musical. Both Seuss and Brecht were propagandists, promoting social and
political messages through their works. While the politically charged work of Bertolt Brecht
and the children's theatre style of Seussical may appear different in intent, at its core, the
means of communicating ideology and a desire to promote reflection and action after the
conclusion of the production remains the same.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action
(Adjectives are listed in the following order: sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell.)

•

Unit A: "Open the Book"

The Boy Thinks the Cat in the Hat into existence, who opens his mind to many wondrous
things he could create using his imagination.
Adjectives: blank, quiet, smooth, clean, snow
Metaphor: opening up to a blank sheet of paper
Tempo: 1-3

•

Unit B: "Where Are You?"

Horton hears the Whos' cries for help and saves them by catching their dust speck on a
clover.
Adjectives: green, rustling leaves, cool breeze, spring water, vegetation
Metaphor: ACTUALLY finding a needle in a haystack
Tempo: 2

•

Unit C: "Bullies in the Hallway"

Sour Kangaroo leads the other jungle creatures in mocking Horton.
Adjectives: storm clouds, thunder, shock, metallic, gunpowder
Metaphor: the jocks make fun of the "drama geek"
Tempo: 3-5
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•

Unit D: "Guided Tour"

The Whos illustrate what it is like to live on their planet.
Adjectives: white gloves, calliope, rounded, lemonade, burnt marshmallow
Metaphor: walking through a children's museum
Tempo: 4-3

•

Unit E: "Into the Spotlight"

The boy is pushed into the story and becomes Jojo, the Mayor of Who's son, who has just
arrived home after being suspended from school for the trouble his 'Thinks caused. His
parents entreat him to stop thinking so wildly and "think some Normal Thinks instead"
(Flaherty 32).
Adjectives: bright, smashing glass, prickly, orange juice instead of milk, sanitizer
Metaphor: The Actor's Nightmare
Tempo:4

•

Unit F: "Sharks and Minnows"

Jojo takes a bath, and the Cat encourages him to Think ... Jojo imagines the tub growing
wider and eventually connecting to the ocean! He makes a huge mess and his parents
interrupt his fantasies to scold him.
Adjectives: bubbles, gentle waves, wet, saltwater taffy, smell
Metaphor: an alarm clock waking you up from the best dream you've ever had
Tempo: 4-6-5
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•

Unit G: "Last Resort"

Jojo's parents send him to military school.
Adjectives: gargantuan, marching, cold, air, cleaning supplies
Metaphor: Mom cleaning your face with her spit
Tempo: 4-5

•

Unit H: "Dolores Umbridge"

General Schmitz demonstrates the military academy's ability to make Who children
conform.
Adjectives: parallel lines, snare drums, starched collars, dirt, canvas
Metaphor: trying to fit a square peg into a round hole
Tempo: 5-6

•

Unit I: "Breaking out of Solitary"

Feeling isolated from their respective societies, Horton and Jojo each discover a kindred
spirit in the other.
Adjectives: expansive, symphonic, warm, refreshing, fresh
Metaphor: discovering how to fly
Tempo: 5-7-6

•

Unit J: "Plastic Surgery?"

Gertrude bemoans her one-feather tail as the reason Horton doesn't notice her. Mayzie
offers a potential solution to her problem.
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Adjectives: flashy, trumpets, luxurious, strawberry daiquiri, over-perfumed
Metaphor: getting Glamour Shots taken at the mall in the 90's
Tempo: 6-8

•

Unit K: "Sugar High"

Gertrude visits Dr. Dake, who prescribes her Pill-berries to make her tail grow. Gertrude
keeps taking "one more, one more, one more pill!" (48) in the hopes that her new tail will
impress Horton.
Adjectives: tropic green, gulping, cold/smooth metal, sour berries, fresh grass
Metaphor: half an hour after eating all the candy in your basket Easter morning
Tempo: 7-8

•

Unit L: "Monkey in the Middle"

The Wickershams steal Horton's clover, as all the jungle creatures watch him chase after
it. They hand it off to Vlad Vladikoff, who flies far away and drops it into a huge clover
patch.
Adjectives: shadowy, rustling leaves, a cool evening breeze, salty, elephant
Metaphor: getting ganged up on at the playground
Tempo: 6-9

•

Unit M: "There Are Starving Children in Africa"

The Cat in the Hat reminds the audience that no matter how bad things appear to be,
someone somewhere is having a far worse day.
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Adjectives: colorful, oom-pah band, warm, cotton candy, popcorn
Metaphor: remembering that "rectal thermometer tester" is someone's job
Tempo: 5-6

•

Unit N: "Right in Front of Your Nose"

Horton and Gertrude both fruitlessly attempt to connect with something that inspires
them to be something more.
Adjectives: rainbow, echo, misty, frozen lemonade, fresh cut grass
Metaphor: reaching for the Christmas present hidden on the top shelf you can't reach
Tempo: 6-7

•

Unit 0: "Babysitting Gig from Hell"

Mayzie convinces Horton to sit on her egg for a little while so she can have a break.
Adjectives: puppy-dog eyes, sound, chilly, sour, flowers that are starting to wilt
Metaphor: giving your food to the panhandler outside the restaurant
Tempo: 4-5

•

Unit P: "Sitting Duck"

Unwilling to break his word, Horton is unable to move from the egg for a long time and
worries about the fate of the Whos. Chaos ensues when he is surrounded by hunters.
Adjectives: the dot from a laser pointer, creaking floorboards, stiff, stale coffee, snow
Metaphor: proctoring the SATs when a cell phone goes off
Tempo: 6-9
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•

Unit Q: "It's All Good"

The entire company cheerily revisits the troubled state of their lives at this moment, and
encourages the audience to remind themselves "How lucky [they] are" (64) that they've
been able to get to this point.
Adjectives: Broadway lights, applause, warm, Fiji water, sweat
Metaphor: hamming it up during a kick line
Tempo: 7-8

•

Unit R: "Instant Replay"

After Intermission, the Cat, the Boy, and the company recap the major events of Act 1.
Adjectives: blurry, woosh, chalky, stale air, eraser
Metaphor: reading Cliffs Notes
Tempo: 4-6

•

Unit S: "Worst Cruise Ever"

The Hunters take Horton across the sea to New York, where he is sold at auction to a
circus man.
Adjectives: vast open space, rushing wind, cold, saltwater, ocean
Metaphor: being forced to go to an awful summer camp
Tempo: 5-6-4

•

Unit T: "Elephants On Parade"
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Horton is touted as a featured new act of the Circus McGurkis. Horton is miserable as
they travel through many cities, and he worries about Jojo and the Whos.
Adjectives: bright & colorful, crowd roaring, sweaty, stale popcorn, straw
Metaphor: being in a dunking booth
Tempo: 6-7

•

Unit U: "Misreading the Fine Print"

Bored of her vacation, Mayzie visits the circus for some excitement. Horton recognizes
her and tries to get her to take back her egg, but she shirks responsibility and gives him
the egg to care for permanently.
Adjectives: grey skies, seagulls, sunburn, watered-down margarita, hotel pool
Metaphor: trying to break contract with a leasing company
Tempo: 5-6-4

•

Unit V: "Prayers"

Horton, the Circus Animals, Jojo, and his parents all dream of finding an easier, happier
time in thief life.
Adjectives: moonlight, birds taking off in flight, cool breeze, crackers, hospital
Metaphor: on the verge of a breaking down and dreaming of your "happy place"
Tempo: 3

•

Unit W: "Protesters' Backlash"

Jojo stands up to Schmitz, declaring the war senseless, and abandons them to go home.
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As Jojo hops across a minefield, Schmitz tries to stop him, but a mine explodes and Jojo
disappears.
Adjectives: barren, mechanical and percussive, dry & scratchy, iron, dirt
Metaphor: playing a high-stakes game of chicken
Tempo: 6-7

•

Unit X: "Unexpected Party Crashers"

As the Whos present their annual Christmas pageant, Schmitz and the Cadets arrive to
inform Mr. and Mrs. Mayor that Jojo has been lost in the war.
Adjectives: candle-lit, out of tune carols, prickly, cinnamon, gunpowder
Metaphor: Boston Marathon bombing
Tempo: 6-3

•

Unit Y: "Flashing Neon Signs"

After revealing that Jojo did not die in the war, but is lost and alone, The Cat helps him
learn how to follow his Hunches home and reunites Jojo with his parents.
Adjectives: shadowy, echoes, buoyant, refreshing, fresh air
Metaphor: getting out of a labyrinth in the dark
Tempo: 5-7

•

Unit Z: "Loooooong Story"

Gertrude finds Horton at the Circus and recounts the tale of her journey to rescue him and
reunites him with his clover. Horton finally notices how wonderful Gertrude is.
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Adjectives: light bulb turning on, "ping!", warm, lemon drop, mint
Metaphor: running into Facebook friends
Tempo: 3-5

•

Unit AA: "Checkpoint"

Horton checks in with the Mr. and Mrs. Mayor and Jojo and is relieved to find out
everyone is ok. Horton confirms his promise to protect them. Sour Kangaroo and the
Wickershams interrupt their reunion and extradite Horton to put him on trial in the Jungle
ofNool.
Adjectives: magnified, exhalation, wooly, tangy, springtime
Metaphor: getting denied a raise
Tempo: 5-6

•

Unit BB: "Life or Death Court Case"

At his court trial, Horton is found guilty, and the court demands that the dust speck be
boiled in oil. Horton tries to plead with the court to save the Whos, who try in vain to
make themselves heard. Jojo saves them by Thinking the great "Yopp!" which proves
their existence to the jungle creatures.
Adjectives: formal, deafening, rough, sour, musty
Metaphor: nobody believes the crazy story that happened at work
Tempo: 7-9

•

Unit CC: ''Happy (Open) Ending"
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Jojo is honored by the Whos for his Thinks. Mayzie's egg hatches, and Jojo Thinks an
elephant-bird into existence. Horton and Gertrude agree to work together to care for the
creature.
Adjectives: sunrise, baby stirring, dense, home-cooked meal, warm milk
Metaphor: a meaningful hug
Tempo: 6-3

•

Unit DD: "Happy (Open) Ending"

Having brought the tale to a happy conclusion, the Cat pulls The Boy out of the story,
and they invite the audience to Think of what happens next.
Adjectives: closing a book, turning pages, soft, fresh, after a rainstorm
Metaphor: finishing typing the last page of an important paper
Tempo: 3-5
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Previous Reviews

Seussica/ opened on Broadway Thursday, November 30, 2000 and ran for 197
performances, closing only six months later on May 20, 2001. Of the reviews this production
received, there were two favorable, three mixed, and twelve negative reviews (Willis 24-25).
Many of those negative reviews fault the overselling of the show through spectacle. One
reviewer refers to the production as "a casualty of Broadway gigantism" (Brantley 1). The
author of that critique notes that many of the design aspects went through multiple hands
before arriving on Broadway, and likens the effect of the multitude of collaborators to the
adage of too many cooks in the kitchen, stating, "whoever the many chefs were, the finished
product is a flavorless broth. The heightened brightness of all the ingredients -- the eyesearing design palette, the dizzying lighting effects, the bouncy orchestrations, those megawatt smiles -- perversely meld into a general gray dimness" (1 ).
Another challenge mentioned in various reviews of the production is the need to cater
to both adult and child audiences in order for the show to be truly successful. Through
playing each of the characters honestly, and not over-exaggerating to appeal to the children
or playing down the fantastic nature of the story so as not to appear juvenile for an adult
audience, all audience members will be able to relate to the characters' struggles and desires.

If the story too closely represents a cartoon, the audience will be unable to relate to the
characters. It must be played as "real" and "specific," not generalized or exaggerated in order
to be accessible. Perhaps David Shiner, who originated the role of the Cat in the Hat on
Broadway, describes it best, stating, "'the essence of this piece is very universal and it
connects in a deeply emotional way,' Mr. Shiner said. 'Horton and JoJo sing of being alone
in the universe, of the notion that 'I have wings and I can fly.' There is a part of everyone that
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feels alone -- and the feeling we all have of something in us that is much, much deeper, that
feeling that we can fly."' (Marks 4).
The universality of the production is what makes it so appealing. When it was
workshopped in Toronto, "it sparked a bidding war among New York producers for the right
to present the show" (McKinley 1). After those rights were secured, the production
previewed in Boston and panned by The Boston Globe, who called the show "bland,
overearnest [sic] and weakened by "middle-of-the road literal-mindedness" (1). In Robin
Pogrebin's New York Times review of the production, she quotes the show's choreographer,
Kathleen Marshall, who "called [the sudden negativity about the production] the danger of
'workshop love,' when people in an intimate setting fall for a bare show. 'You really don't
know what you have until you get it in front of an audience,' she said" ( 1). Pogrebin goes on
to state in her review that, "some problems may have grown out of the creators' ambivalent
approach to 'Seussical': wanting the show to be light enough to appeal to children yet
sophisticated enough to lure adults. The results were convoluted" (1 ). In an attempt to appeal
to both ends of the spectrum, the show tried to do too many things, leaving the entire
audience wanting. To me, it seems that presenting the characters simply and honestly,
without overshadowing them with too much glitz, is the best way to highlight their universal
appeal to audience members of all types. When the New York producers first fell in love
with the show, it was in a workshop environment. The show speaks for itself, and doesn't
need to add gratuitous layers of spectacle to make it appeal to an audience.
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Research on the Playwright, Composer, and Lyricist
Flaherty and Ahrens met in the fall of 1982 at the BMI Musical Theatre Workshop,
and have been collaborators ever since (Viagas 49). Together, they have worked on at least
ten shows, but are probably best known for their work on Broadway's hit musical Ragtime.
"They are winners of Broadway's triple crown--Tony Award, Drama Desk Award and Outer
Critics Circle Award, as well as two Grammy nominations for their [Ragtime] score." In
addition to their collaborations, "they also serve on the governing body of the Dramatists
Guild of America and are members of ASCAP, NARAS and the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences. They are also proud to co-chair the Dramatists Guild Fellows Program for
emerging playwrights and musical theater writers" (Welcome to Ahrens and Flaherty- The
Official Website). In searching for information about this duo, it was discovered that for The

Alchemy ofTheatre, a book written specifically about theatrical collaborations, Flaherty and
Ahrens agreed to be interviewed only with their partner present. Their partnership is
described as "a marriage-like artistic relationship between two people" (Viagas 2).
The most striking thing about Flaherty and Ahrens is their complete embrace of the
collaborative process. They revere the act of working with other artists, and aren't merely in
the business for their own fame or fortune. While in the writing and workshopping process,
both put the needs of the show first. Ahrens, the lyricist, describes how she tries to become
the character in order to write them honestly, "trying to subsume yourself within a character
and let that character speak truly and emotionally" (51). Flaherty advises, "if you want to
become a good collaborator in the theatre, find out as much as you can about everybody
else's job ... The important thing in a successful collaboration is to find a common
language" (59). They are both very open to receiving input and feedback from their
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collaborators, always keeping the best interest of the show at the forefront. Flaherty finds this
process exciting; "the dynamic of two people working together leads you to a place you
couldn't find on your own" (60). The duo is humble enough to recognize that they don't have
all the best ideas or answers, and talented enough to work with their fellow collaborators on a
production to best serve the story that everyone is trying to tell through their individual
expertise.
Both possess a respectful attitude towards all other types of collaborators they
encounter in their creative process, including the audience. The purpose of writing the show
is to elicit a particular response, and they are very mindful of their audience as they write
their music and lyrics.
FLAHERTY: Applause is about emotional and psychological release ....
That's what applause is for. You have to expel the energy. Knowing that you
can guide the audience emotionally through the terrain that you need to cover.
AHERNS: You don't want them clapping after every number because then
they get exhausted.
FLAHERTY: Or it breaks their absorption in the story. Giving them just
enough breaks for applause is an important way that we, as theatre writers,
collaborate with the audience. (58-59)
Ahrens puts it simply: "the essence of collaboration is being kind, being respectful, and being
open" (59).

It would be impossible to discuss the writers of Seussical without mentioning Dr.
Seuss. A large percentage of the book and lyrics are taken directly from his beloved
children's books, and Ahrens and Flaherty have pieced some of those words and themes
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together in the music and lyrics of this musical. One major commonality between the
originator of the characters and stories we encounter and the duo that used those stories to
create a new musical is the respect they all share for their audience. Even though he was
writing books for children, Dr. Seuss was never condescending toward them. In Philip Nel's
book, Dr. Seuss: American Icon, he references a quote of Dr. Seuss' regarding The Cat in the

Hat: "It's the book I'm proudest of because it had something to do with the death of the Dick
and Jane primers" (3). After the Baby Boom, there was a concern for children's literacy, and
those primers were not interesting or engaging for children. Dr. Seuss chose to write books
that would make children want to read. In the preface of her book Dr. Seuss, Ruth
Macdonald says that it was Dr. Seuss' respect for children that led to his success; he was
willing to participate in the types of humor they enjoy, and make sure that he was still telling
a good story. While doing this, he did not patronize or condescend to children; he treated
them as an equal (Nel 4-5). His books dignified the category of children's literature
(Macdonald 169).
Dr. Seuss first rose to fame as a propagandist, and applied this to much of his
children's literature as well. His books dealt with issues like civil rights (The Sneetches,

Horton Hears a Who), the environment (The Lorax) and the Cold War (The Butter Battle)
(Nel 3). In addition to wanting to help children enjoy learning how to read, he also wanted to
"challenge readers of all ages, including younger ones, to action, in order to resolve dire
threats to life as we know it" (Macdonald 164). He treated children as equals, recognizing
them as important members of our society and also raised awareness of how different we all
are. Through his quirky characters, Dr. Seuss encouraged his readers to be interesting and to
search for, find, and celebrate those qualities that make us each unique (Macdonald 167).
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Many of Seuss' characters are not superheroes or famous people, but "ordinary characters
who do extraordinary things" and are then able to return to their normal lives (167). Through
his stories, he reaffirms the fact that everyone is capable of doing something to help make
their world a better place and demonstrates virtues that a person should aim to have. Children
are empowered through their experiences reading Dr. Seuss' books.
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List of Student Leaming Goals
Engage the imagination
When first reading and listening to the music of Seussical, I was entranced by its
imaginative nature and could visualize how I wanted to present this work onstage. In a world
where the imagination seems to be valued less and less, I am concerned with the next
generation losing their ability to be actively engaged. To me, it appears that the theatre-going
audiences of today are becoming increasingly passive. I knew from the start that I wanted to
engage the imagination of the audience in my production of Seussical, transitioning them
from passive viewers into active ones.
Brecht had a political agenda in his theatre, and encouraged the audience to reflect on
the message of the production and explore what they are capable of doing to change a course
of action (Krasner 170). While I may not have an overtly political message, I still have an
agenda for the impact of my production on its' audience. Similar to the way Brecht wanted
the audience to be intellectually engaged in his productions, my goal is to have my audience
be imaginatively engaged. My aim is to create an environment where they will be actively
engaged in the production by visualizing it for themselves. Theatergoers will not be able to
simply sit back and passively watch the show, they will be creating their own unique picture
of what the world looks like as the action unfolds. The engagement of the imaginations of the
actors is also critical in drawing the audience into the story. Throughout the rehearsal
process, the actors will be encouraged to question and try new ideas, especially early on in
the process. Through the use of unit set pieces and the actors' physicality in the creation of
different settings in the production, the audience will be guided in their unique picturization
of each "Seussian" element.

}
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The imaginative engagement of the audience could be measured through submissions
of audience members drawings or descriptions of their ideas about the production, or their
answers to the Cat in the Hat's prompt at the end of the show, asking them what they think
happens in the next chapter of the story. Perhaps we could have an insert in the program that
audience members could fill out, or hold a contest or a drawing for people who submit their
ideas to the theatre within a specific timeframe. The actors' engagement could be measured
through their contributions during the rehearsal process as well as the intensity of their
performance as they create the world of Seussical for the audience each night.

Collaboration, fun and friendship
Since I will be directing Seussical at a community theatre instead of at my school, I
will be working with a wide variety of people: all ages, all experience levels, and from many
different locales in and around the community where the theatre is housed. In the preparation
for the production, I would like to create a fun, inviting creative atmosphere where the actors
will work collaboratively to help in the creation of the fantasy characters and setting of the
world of Seussical. The production is going to rely heavily on the ability of the actors to use
their own imagination in creating the world physically and vocally, and in order to do this
effectively the actors must be comfortable working together and enjoy the work.
This could be assessed through observation of interactions of the cast and crew during
rehearsals, production meetings, and Facebook groups. Milburn Stone Theatre has created a
Facebook group for each of their productions over the past few years, and it has been a
wonderful way for the actors to get to know one another and collaborate outside of the
rehearsal process. It has also served as a communication tool for rehearsal purposes, as well
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as for continued communication between cast and crew members after the production has
closed, both for personal and networking opportunities.

Growth/ development of theatrical skills
In working with performers of all ages, experience, and abilities, my final goal is for
all participants to develop their skills and grow as theatre artists. This will inevitably mean
something different for each individual. Some people will come into the production as one of
their first theatre experiences, others will come in having performed in productions for most
of their life. Ideally, we would all be able to learn from one another as we explore the world
of Seussical together.
This could be assessed through observation of character development in each
individual actor by seeing where they initially struggle, and helping them overcome those
obstacles and bring their characters to life through the collaborative rehearsal process. I could
also reflect on conversations with the performers as we talk about their experiences working
on the show. In the past, I have received thank you cards and letters from performers I have
directed, which could be another gauge of what individuals have gained through their
experiences on this show, ifthe actors are so inclined.
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Response to Graduate Creative Project
Submitted by Brenda Hubbard, Professor

Seussical the Musical
Directed by Tess Pohlhaus in partial completion of her Masters in Theatre Production
Milburn Stone Theatre, North East, Maryland
8:00pm on March 22, 2014

As her thesis chair, it was my pleasure to attend the day after opening performance of
this family classic, Seussical the Musical with music by Stephen Flaherty, lyrics by Lynn
Ahrens, book by both Flaherty and Ahrens and based upon the works of the childhood
favorite, Dr. Seuss. I raised my son on Dr. Seuss books and was quite interested to see how
the various stories might be melded into one cohesive dramatic story. We regularly enjoyed
the Cat in the Hat book and The Grinch Who Stole Christmas movie. I must admit I was less
familiar with Horton Hears a Who. However, it was my first time seeing this musical.
The Milburn Stone Theatre is clearly a well-supported community theatre that has
been an integral part of Cecil College and the surrounding North East, Maryland community
for many years. The facility boasts a state-of-the-art large and well-appointed stage with a
high fly gallery system, a steeply raked audience seating area, including balcony, and a
proscenium stage. The lobby provides many lovely pictorial reminders of previous
productions with an electronic reader board showing previous productions and other
memorabilia from the theatre's long and successful history. The first thing I noticed in the
lobby though were the prizes available for children to win by dressing as their favorite
character from a Dr. Seuss story. There were several kids in various states of costume in the
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lobby and this added to the sense of excitement and audience involvement. There was also a
great display of cast and crew pictures on the wall, which one does not always find in
community theatres. But the thing that most charmed me were the pictures that area children
had drawn of Seuss stories, which was a focal point in the lobby display. These efforts
created a child-centered welcoming environment that really said to me, "children are a big
part of what we are doing here and each child is an important part of this event."
The director's notes in the program provided interesting and appropriate information
and in particular helped to set up the viewer's understanding of her approach. In homage to
Dr. Seuss, she noted the importance of imagination and creative thinking and reminded us
that the author, himself, believed in a "less is more" approach. I took this to mean that the
production would demonstrate and picture some aspects of the stories and then ask the
audience to imagine other aspects. As I entered the theatre, it appeared that her approach was
immediately evident. The stage was bare except for a colorful red and white hat (of Cat in the
Hat fame) which was placed center stage. A silk curtain hung across the upstage area,
puddled on the floor, with several lights dimly suggesting the fabric's future potential as a
story telling device. As I noted the 19 musical numbers in Act One and the 14 numbers in
Act Two, not to mention the over 40 actors of all ages and backgrounds, in this large theatre,
I realized that this production would be very demanding for any director. I can only
characterize such a thesis project as a massively ambitious undertaking requiring more of a
student director than most of our graduate student's attempt. In addition, Tess had to lead and
coordinate the efforts of 5 designers (set, props, lights, costumes, sound), a musical director
and choreographer. I felt some anxiety as I awaited the start of the show, knowing that this
would be difficult for the seasoned director and concerned that the choice of this production
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might not have been the wisest choice. I was soon to realize that my trepidation was
unfounded.
As the production began, actors appeared in the aisles and on stage and the action
moved fluidly throughout the audience area and stage. The use of the aisles and balcony
areas as playing areas was a lively choice that kept the audience on their toes, as we often
had to track where to look and sometimes even interact with an actor standing next to us. The
director handled this direction of audience focus pretty well. There were a few times when I
could hear someone singing and it would take me a moment or two to figure out where the
voice was coming from. Some more deliberate methods for shifting focus might have helped
with this. While there was always a spot light on the singer in focus, there could have been
more use of eye and line focus at these times, since the whole stage was lighted brightly, it
was hard to know where to look.
The set, costumes, props and lights provided a uniformly inspired approach to the
production that was almost always delightful and appropriate. Various groups like the Whos,
Horton, Cat in the Hat, the birds and Wickersham Brothers, to name only several, were
costumed in a themed and/or color coded way that was delightful as well as helpful in
keeping the story telling clear. While I could not always understand the actors due to some
enunciation and articulation challenges (particularly with Cat in the Hat and Jojo) I could
always rely on the costumes and choreography to provide the details I needed to track the
story line. There was only one costume that really baffled me, and that was the down vest
worn by the judge in the courtroom scene. This choice seemed inconsistent with the
otherwise broad, colorful and clearly rendered costume/character approaches. Birds had
feathers; monkeys had brown striped garments and monkey- like behavior. Horton wore
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elephant grey and had a flap hat to suggest ears and a scarf to suggest a trunk. The Cat wore
his black suit, had painted on whiskers and changed hats as needed for the different roles he
pretended. But then the "judge" stood there in a down jacket and it took me out of the play.
In addition, I had a hard time understanding him or hearing his lyrics. But this was a small
annoyance in what were otherwise beautifully and imaginatively rendered costumes. In
particular, little Cindy Lou looked so darling and appropriate I could not take my eyes from
her. The bow on the top of her head was delightful.
The lighting created many wonderful moments as well. The shadow play, night star
drop, black light swim scene, and general buoyant feeling created by lights and the energy of
the actors, sets, costumes and music was very successful. Lighting is often only as good as
the stage manager and board operator who execute the design with correct timing and
flawless execution. This was the case on Saturday night. The calling and execution of the
lights was amazing and the stage crew that shifted the scenery from scene to scene was
outstanding. The pacing crackled with excitement and the actors hit their marks every time
without exception. The only thing that slightly marred the technical aspects of the show was
several feedback problems with the microphones that occurred when the actors played in the
audience left balcony in front of the speakers. This in addition to bringing up the microphone
late a couple of times on singers these were the only blips in an otherwise smooth running of
the sound enhancement. There were also a few times that the recorded soundtrack
overpowered some of the voices making for missed lyrics. But given the complexity of the
show, the number of microphones and actors the sound operator had to track- this was a welldone job. Sound often proves to be the most difficult thing to do in musicals today and the
fact that a community theatre has such a decent system was impressive.
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One can't think of design for the show without also discussing props, which were
uniformly well done and fit the production. In particular I liked the egg, the speck of dust, the
glowing fish, the umbrellas that were used in a variety of ways, the playful swords, the
"Applause" sign, the use of bubbles and the tiny grand piano. The silly string "snot" when
the Cat sneezed was particularly funny and greatly enjoyed by the children in the audience.
There is nothing like a good poop or booger joke to win the hearts of kids both young and
old.
The set design also deserves special recognition. With two platformed areas on the
sides and an inner above connecting them, there was ample opportunity for a variety of levels
and suggestion of various places. One of my favorite looks were the trees that were made of
silk trunks with umbrella "canopies." This occurred after watching a previous scene where
the actors used umbrellas in a musical number, which enhanced the director's objective for
us to exercise our imaginations as we watched how umbrellas could suggest many different
ideas. Another very exciting moment was the bathtub scene where Jo Jo's bath turned into a
deep-sea diving experience with neon colored fish lighted by black light. I could hear excited
"OOOs" and "Ahhhs" coming from the children and adults in the audience. There were often
squeals of delight coming from the children during this production.
The set design and scenic painting had the challenging job of creating the visually
exciting and memorable world of the books without upstaging the action or making it so
identical to the books that the audience constantly compares their memory of the books with
what we are seeing onstage. The director and designer did a great job of balancing this. We
were able to recognize the lines in the setting that were similar to the books. In particular, the
cuts outs on the platforms were well done. The use of actual images of the fish as originally
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rendered in the book, in the bathtub scene, was a great way to reference the book, and was
very successful. I also loved the magnifying glass moment and when the Cat came out of a
trap door in the set, both of which were absolutely delightful.
I must also offer kudos to the choreographer who had the impossible task of taking a
large group of mostly non-dancers and making them flow and move together in many large
and fast-paced numbers. Bambi Johnson did a great job. In particular the Wickersham
Brothers, the Cat, Gertrude and Mayzie and the birds were real standouts. I loved that Jojo
was allowed to do his own little dances at times which had his unique style and energy and
made him seem all the more real and charming. A more slick or polished actor in this part
would have not added the great heart and lovability that this young actor gave to the role of
Jojo.
There was one moment that fell flat on a directorial and technical level, and that was
when Jojo was blown up on the "mine field." I am not sure ifthere was a problem with the
execution that night or a fear on the part of the director to make it too explicit, but I really did
not understand what happened. There was barely a flash of light and a very small explosion.
I only knew that something "bad" had happened when the characters told the parents he had
been killed. But this moment too went by in a flash. I think this was a missed opportunity.
We can imagine fun things and good things, but we all also imagine scary things and
negative things. So I am wondering if there was a way this moment could have been a bit
more explicit and then show the reunion with the parents as a way of demonstrating to the
children that we can conceive of bad things but that things do turn out positively most of the
time.
There are a few suggestions I would like Tess to consider in her otherwise superior
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directing work. The crispness of the scene changes, movement, choreography was mostly
wonderful. There were, however, some times when the final button of a scene or dance
would be achieved and then the actors would break and move at different rates and in
different ways that dissipated the energy that had been achieved in the last moment of the
number, before the break. I think a more crisp direction of these transitions with the actors
might have been helpful. I also saw a few moments when those in primary focus crossed
behind the other actors in the scene while speaking, when they might have been better served
by crossing in front of them. I also noticed a couple of times where an actor walked
backwards to get out of the way and it seemed self-conscious and awkward.
Let it be noted that directing a very large cast with varying abilities and levels of
maturity is a huge challenge. Tess did a tremendous job unifying all of these folks into a
highly successful production. I think what I liked best about the production was the sense of
ensemble and genuine heart that came through in every aspect. I attribute this to Tess's
direction and rapport with the ensemble. The actors that really stood out for me were those
playing the Cat, Jojo, Horton, Gertrude, Mayzie, Mr. and Mrs. Mayor and the Wickersham
Brothers. But one cannot mention these folks without also commending the work of the
ensemble who kept the show bubbling along. I also loved the singing of the Sour Kangaroo
although I wished that Tess had worked more with her to get her character into her whole
body and the puppet. This actor has an amazing voice and presence and could have used
more direction to help her movement and puppet handling to be more fully realized. It was
also a challenge to help Horton find more levels within his performance. The play doesn't
really give him much to respond to between sad and resigned and then hopeful and in love.
There might be a way to flesh out some further variations in this, since he carries a great
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portion of the show.
However, these small suggestions aside, I want to commend Tess for her outstanding
leadership of this production. She marshalled the forces of hundreds of elements to create a
unified, exciting and life- affirming production that totally entranced the audience. The show
was polished without being too slick, professional while allowing for each of the actors to be
themselves and performed while also being honest within the style and conventions of the
play. It is clear that Tess had an inspired view of the play and casting who were perfectly
chosen. It is also an art to choose a play that fills a need in the community and this was
clearly the case with this production, which is selling out. I could not be more proud of Tess
and feel that this production amply demonstrates her mastery of theatre production. She is
one huge step closer to earning her title as a master of theatre production.
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Self-evaluation
Overall, I am exceptionally proud of my production of Seussical. It was very well
received by the audience, and I enjoyed watching and listening to their reactions each
performance, especially the reactions of the children in the audience. When I direct a show, I
spend a lot of my time in the audience trying to see how the audience receives it, and on
many nights I found myself tearing up as I watched little children, many of them perhaps
seeing their first live theatre performance, sitting all the way forward on their seats, or
leaning on the railing of the balconies paying rapt attention to what was happening onstage. I
remember quite vividly two very young boys sitting about three rows back wildly pointing to
Horton's clover as he searched for the Who's amongst the millions of identical clovers after
The Cat dropped it in the clover patch. They could barely stay in their seats! At one of our
rehearsals, a six-month old, the granddaughter of our choreographer, was even paying
attention and laughing at the onstage antics. During performances, there were audible
comments made by some of our younger audience members to the characters at some points
in the show. These kids were paying attention, and wanted to contribute to the story
happening onstage. Typically taboo in many theatrical realms, this gut response to the story
that the children were seeing actually added to my intended effect of drawing the audience
into the performance, but creating some distance reminding them that this was not reality.
The young audience members couldn't help but react to the characters and their situation
onstage, and the rest of the audience's reactions reminded them, "Oh, right! This is a play!"
in a non-threatening way.
Many times, I found myself unable to stop watching my actors, who developed so
much love for the story and their individual characters that they were able to deliver their
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roles with honesty and passion. I am so proud of them and all of the work and heart that they
poured into this production. One of the things I was hoping to develop with my actors was a
passion for the material, and I feel that I achieved this during the preparation process. There's
a difference between a great performance that is well polished and demonstrates training,
poise, and precision, and a performance that is presented with heart. Not to say that my
production wasn't well polished, but there's something about the energy and passion that
brings a raw honesty to the performance and helps draw in the audience.
To help foster a sense of community amongst our cast and crew, we had a Facebook
group for the cast and crew that was "secret" (not visible to anyone outside of the group), and
throughout the rehearsal process, this board was used to post rehearsal reminders, questions
about material, and videos to help people review and catch up on things they had missed. The
performers also used this board to schedule review sessions, and post jokes, pictures, Dr.
Seuss quotes, and foster friendly communication. This really helped to establish the
ensemble, and develop friendship outside of rehearsal, which I feel really translated into their
performance. Not only did the cast grow closer as an ensemble, but they also supported each
other and fostered a deeper understanding of the material through their comments and
discussion of Dr. Seuss and his material. The heart that I wanted to foster and develop
onstage continued to grow outside of the rehearsal room. We are still using this board, even
after the show has closed, to communicate with one another; the relationships and interests
developed during the run have not ended with the show's closing.
Design-wise, I am pleased with how most of the elements were executed. This was
my first time working with outside designers and not doing the work myself, so I tried very
hard to communicate my vision for the production and not micro-manage the execution of
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the design elements. I think that I was successful in this attempt, and the elements came
together well, with a few road bumps along the way. This also allowed me to focus more on
the direction of the entire process and not get bogged down with the little details of the
design. There are definitely a few things that I would change or adjust about how I
communicated with some of the designers as we navigated the process, but I was happy with
the end result.
The set, which I was extremely happy with, was not very similar to what I had
initially envisioned, but in the end is so much better than my original imaginings.
Thematically and conceptually, it fit everything that I wanted. It incorporated the unit set,
with multiple levels and playing areas, and mimicked the line and shape of what one would
find in a Dr. Seuss book. Color-wise, it incorporated so much more color than I had initially
envisioned, all within my ideas for the color palette. I had been consistently envisioning a set
that was mostly white (like a blank coloring book) with touches of the saturated Seussian
colors, but in the end, the vivid hues on the set really created an energized playing space, and
I like that so much better than I would have with a set that was predominantly white. I really
love how Bob Denton created the bridge that connected the two areas of the Jungle ofNool
and Who, and how he blended together the more natural lines incorporated into the jungle
and the straighter lines of Who at the center of the bridge to make the set more cohesive. The
colors used did this as well, and it turned out perfectly.
In the beginning of the design process, I had been talking about incorporating "hideyholes" that could be used by actors during the performance: secret openings and doors that
could be utilized as entrance and exit points. I think that I needed to either specify where
these were supposed to be earlier in the rehearsal process, or ask for a more complete ground
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plan and elevations from Bob so that I could've used these to their fullest potential in my
blocking. The hidey-holes were not built into the set until tech week, so I was scrambling to
find opportunities to use them, and adjusting blocking very last minute. Luckily, I had been
encouraging the actors to play as we executed their blocking in rehearsals, so those
adjustments were not too difficult. I had had been more assertive about specific placement of
the spaces, we could have better utilized the hidey-holes and created a bit more balance of
the entrances and exits.
I was lucky enough to have Bill Price as my lighting designer on this production. Bill
is a highly respected lighting designer in the area, and he did a fabulous job of lighting my
show. I had assisted Bill in the past with other light hangs and focuses at Milburn Stone, and
found him to be a bit abrasive and condescending in those interactions. I was anxious going
into working with him, but found that my initial impression of him was mostly wrong. In
other lighting designs I have seen of Bill's, he uses very saturated colors and not a lot of front
light, and I was a little worried that his colors would be too saturated and overshadow my
actors, but this was not a problem. Bill requested and used a lot of my preparation and
research work beyond my design concept when he was creating his designs, was very
receptive to my questions and requests, and which I was not expecting based on my previous
interactions with him. For example, when we were cueing the interaction between Horton
and Mayzie when Horton agrees to take care of the egg, the color on the eye was a very deep
red, which I felt drowned Mayzie out, and I asked him if we could lighten up the eye in order
for Mayzie to "pop" a little bit more on her first appearance. He acquiesced, and she was
much more visible than in his initial cue.
A lighting cue that proved very challenging for us was the light cue for the explosion
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when Jojo gets lost in the Butter Battle. Nothing seemed to be working. Eventually, Bill
settled on the white and red flash of light that snapped to a blackout, which was the only
option that came close to achieving the effect of an explosion. I wish that we had taken more
time to experiment with that cue to find something that really worked. Maybe we could have
used blinders to shock the audience more and to better mask Jojo's exit after he was lost in
the Butter Battle. Besides a couple other small adjustments, I would not change a thing about
the lighting design for my production. After the show opened, Bill sent me a very nice e-mail
and expressed how helpful and clear my expression of my conceptual ideas, and I was proud
to have been able to have such positive feedback from an area professional.
Costumes were the toughest product of design to trudge through, and I think with a
bit more communication from me at the beginning of the construction on my part, I think that
some of the problems that arose during tech week could have been avoided. Cynthia, my
costume designer, had worked with the theatre on a previous production of Shrek, and the
costumes for that show were BEAUTIFUL. Lee, the producer, had hired Cynthia to be my
costumer because she was really good at re-purposing costume pieces to turn them into
something else, which was exactly what I was going for in my concept. Cynthia and I had a
lot of really good conversations at the beginning of the collaborative process, and she had a
good handle on what I wanted, as well as some really great ideas for execution, so I just let
her work on it. Once I got involved in the direction of the production, communication on my
end was not happening as frequently as it probably should have, and I didn't ask for drawings
or updates on progress, which was a huge mistake on my part. Cynthia sent me pictures of
fabric swatches, and showed me some pieces selected from storage or purchased at thrift
shops that she was planning on using to create the costumes, and at every production meeting
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seemed to be very comfortable about where she was in the process, so I didn't worry.
When it got to the first day of tech week and we didn't have costumes, I was a little
bit concerned. Cynthia assured me that she was almost finished, and needed the day to work
at home (where she was building the costumes) and she continued her progress. By the time
we got to Monday and Tuesday of tech week, and actors had tried on some pieces for final
fittings, my performers (especially the Bird Girls) were starting to freak out a little bit about
what they would be wearing when we opened on Friday. It was a challenge for me to keep
my cool and not freak out along with them and assure them that their costumes would be
finished. I needed them to be focused on their rehearsal, and I didn't want to exacerbate their
worry by letting them see how stressed out I was about it. Cynthia called out of rehearsal
Wednesday night so she could continue to work, and assured me that she just had a couple
more hours of finishing work to do. When she showed up on Thursday for final dress,
costumes were constructed, but still not finished. I called the producer, (who was in another
building rehearsing for a show that he was directing) and he came over, and we talked with
Cynthia. She stayed the night with our Technical Director working in the theatre and
costumes were not complete until opening. We had to rehearse how to attach Gertrude's tail
before the house opened, and it was very stressful.
Once all the stress was said and done, and costumes were complete, I was happy with
the final outcome. The colors were vibrant, and style, fabric, or color united each character or
character group. Cynthia and I had discussed colors early on for characters, and the outcome
was what I had envisioned. The one costume I was less than thrilled with was the costume for
Yertle the Turtle. I had made some suggestions for how to re-create a turtle shell using a
sledding saucer (or something of a similar weight and shape) that was worn like a backpack,
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but the down vest was chosen for its bulk and ease of dressing. This was good for Cody, the
actor portraying Yertle, since he played a few other parts as well, but I don't think he looked
very much like a turtle. Brenda had mentioned that his lack of anything resembling a judge
was distracting in the final courtroom scene, and I agree with her completely. I think by that
point in the process, I was just glad that everyone had something to wear that I didn't think of
trying to add something additional to his costume to make him look more like the judge. This
could've been accomplished pretty simply by adding a black robe overtop his already
existing costume, or perhaps even a white judge's wig. My choreographer actually made that
suggestion at an earlier point, but I worried that adding a robe would hide his costume and
cause the audience to think he was a different character, or that a wig would look too
ridiculous and be distracting from the scene. I could have at least tried it at an earlier
rehearsal and seen if it would work.
Ultimately, I think that the project was more than Cynthia had anticipated that it
would be, and she put off starting the construction and alteration because she didn't think it
would take as long as it did. I think this added stress was mostly due to poor time
management on Cynthia's part, but I definitely could've been more assertive in asking for
most specific updates and setting clear guidelines for first fittings for actors and the
subsequent costuming deadlines. When I discussed this with Lee, we talked for quite some
time about who "let the ball drop" when it came to setting deadlines. This is a recurring
problem at Milburn Stone Theatre- not always having clear guidelines for who is doing what
on a production. This could fall under the Production Manager's jurisdiction as well, but as
the director it is ultimately my responsibility to make sure that all elements of the production
are coming together cohesively and in an appropriate timeframe for the production as a
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whole. This is something I would definitely change the next time I direct a production.
Eyvo, our props designer, was probably the most communicative during the
production process. We were frequently sending pictures and questions back and forth, and
brainstorming ideas for how props would be constructed. I feel that a lot of the props design
was very collaborative, and I'm happy with how that worked out. The props that he
constructed were fun, and really helped the playful world that I was trying to create come to
life. A problem that I didn't realize happen until after the fact was that the actors were asking
for props without my knowing it. The actors were used to having the freedom to be creative
with their characters, especially Jamie (The Cat), who I told to keep playing with his
character. I didn't realize that he was making last-minute props requests to Eyvo during tech
week, who was also trying to finalize and put the finishing touches on the props required for
the show. When I found this out, I told Eyvo not to worry about Jamie's lists, to ensure that
what was truly necessary for the aesthetic vision of the show was completed.
One other props problem that arose during the show was acquiring the Young
Kangaroo puppet. The puppet that we used for the production has been in circulation in the
area for quite some time, and was designed to resemble the puppet that was used in the
Broadway production. It has been passed from theatre to theatre in the area, and Eyvo had a
very hard time locating it. Once he found its location, his contact person there dropped the
ball a couple times in arranging a pick-up for Eyvo, so we didn't get the puppet until Monday
of tech week. Tigga, who played Sour Kangaroo, had been rehearsing with a larger puppet
that was very different, so getting the new puppet was almost like starting over new. I wish
that we had a longer period of rehearsal with the Young Kangaroo puppet so that she
could've had more time to rehearse and incorporate the dialogue and reactions of the Young
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Kangaroo into her portrayal of Sour Kangaroo. I love puppetry, and wanted to be able to
work much more interaction between Kangaroo and her baby, as well as interaction between
Young Kangaroo and the audience. The puppet could have had reactions to what was
happening in the Jungle ofNool out to the audience, which would have given Tigga a lot
more to do besides just be disdainful about Horton's antics in "her" jungle. This would have
brought out Sour Kangaroo's motherly qualities and shown more of her caring, softer side.
I feel like I let Tigga down as Sour Kangaroo at some points during the rehearsal
process. This is one the only performance in the show that I felt did not quite meet my
expectations for the portrayal of the character. Tigga's conflict calendar was incredibly full,
so my time that I was able to work with her was very limited. There were even some
blocking rehearsals that she was unable to attend, so she was catching up on a lot of the
coaching that I was giving during rehearsals from the stage manager. She was also battling a
severe infection in her tonsils for much of the process, and was unable to sing, so coaching
her in her character was nearly impossible since it's almost entirely singing.
I think, given more time to work with Tigga, I could have at the very least developed
a clearer physicality of the kangaroo, her interactions with the Young Kangaroo, as well as
her reactions and physical influence over the jungle creatures like the Bird Girls and the
Wickersham Brothers. Tigga is known in the area as a dancer, and with her strong movement
training would have made a pretty big difference in the portrayal of her character, even if
there weren't many opportunities to safely work with her vocally. Looking back, I don't
know if I would recast the role or not. Tigga had a fantastic audition, and everyone was in
agreement that she was the best option for the role, but our music director did warn us about
the problems she frequently had with her voice. If we had recast the Sour Kangaroo role, I
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think that would have left us with a gap elsewhere in the cast. The only other viable option
from the pool of actors we had audition for us would have been Barbara Walker, who played
Mayzie, and I don't think I would have wanted anyone else to play that role besides Barb.
The other character that Brenda mentioned in her response to the production that
could have used a little bit more coaching was Horton. While I understand her desire to see
more levels in the character of Horton, the character is described as being steadfast. Dane, the
actor who portrayed Horton, made a conscious effort to play the understated nature of
Horton's character, so that when Horton does have those moments where he breaks out of his
shell (connecting with Jojo for the first time, the Courtroom scene) they stand out. Dane and I
discussed this, and the ShowBizRadio review that we received on the production commended
that aspect of Horton's portrayal as being "beautifully underplay[ed]" (Gusso). I can see
where she would feel that the character was played a bit flat, however. I think if we were able
to have a couple more rehearsals to work on character development, I would've tried to help
Dane discover more levels to Horton's character. For example, Horton's reactions to his
exclusion by the other inhabitants of the Jungle ofNool were often portrayed in a very
similar manner, and the manner in which he asserted that the Whos were real were alike from
scene to scene. I would try to work with him to discover how he could play more precise
verbs in order to create a more nuanced performance.
I am very proud of all of my actor's performances, but the two that stand out in my
mind are those of Grant Bailey, who played Jojo, and Jamie Verderamo, who played The Cat
in the Hat. Grant is an eleven-year-old who was bitten by the theatre bug at the age of five. I
still remember seeing him play one of the orphans in a production of Oliver! at Milburn
Stone Theatre when he was not too much older than that. He has that "it factor." His
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performance in Oliver I is still one of the only things I can recall from that production. Grant
is a natural, and he brings such an honest innocence to the role of Jojo. I remember quite
vividly watching Grant make faces at himself in the mirror during some downtime at a
rehearsal when he thought no one was watching, and he caught me looking and immediately
apologized. I told him not to apologize, and to never stop doing that- it's precisely that
quality that made me cast him as Jojo! It is that childlike innocence that Grant brings with
him to his performance. While able to play that innocence, Grant is very mature for his age,
behaves more professionally than some adult actors I've worked with in the past, and is
extremely intelligent, and the combination of those factors makes him the perfect Jojo. He
may not have the polished trained voice of some other child actors, but that raw quality really
made Jojo relatable to the audience.
Jamie, as The Cat in the Hat, was a surprise victory for me. I have never worked with
Jamie before this production, and wasn't initially inclined to call him back for this role based
upon his audition. My choreographer and music director requested to have him read, and
encouraged me to cast him, and I went out on a limb and trusted them, not being one hundred
percent certain about my other options for the role either. I couldn't be happier. Jamie went
above and beyond what I was asking him to do and dove into the character completely. He
always came into rehearsal with ideas for things The Cat could do in transitions, and really
embodied the playful nature of the role in his performance, and I encouraged him to continue
to play throughout the run of the show. He learned how to juggle for this show, and worked
harder than anyone on practicing the choreography and acrobatic tricks to bring the show to
life. Jamie brought so much creativity to the production that he really was able to command
attention when he needed it, and know when he needed to step back and let the audience
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focus elsewhere. He was receptive to my ideas, and took criticism willingly as an opportunity
to improve his portrayal and never disappointed. I would love the opportunity to work with
him again.
I also thoroughly enjoyed working with the rest of my team of directors- Bambi, my
choreographer, and Niki, my music director, were an absolute delight to work with. They
brought a lot of great ideas to the plate, and have the same passion and energy for the
material as I do. The one thing that I would change in our production process was how we
went about scheduling rehearsals. I sent them both my anticipated rehearsal schedule, with
how we would be able to break down rehearsals and share time- I could be blocking certain
scenes at the same time Niki was working on music for these particular songs, etc. Since both
of these ladies had fuller scheduled than I did, I allowed them to schedule their rehearsals
first, and then I filled in my rehearsals last. This, in combination with the conflict calendar
for our cast members, brought me to tears multiple times while I was trying to fit in
necessary rehearsals. This method of scheduling also caused some of the aforementioned
problems in having enough time to work with my actors on character development. I think if
I had this to do over again, I would take all of the conflicts and complete the entire schedule
myself, after having Bambi and Niki review it, of course.
One thing that was said consistently throughout the production process was how
seemingly "easy" this production was. I wouldn't necessarily describe this project as easy:
there were a lot of late nights, hard work, difficult moments, but even in those difficult
moments, we made it FUN. Everything flowed together, attitudes were positive, the cast was
a delight to work with, and there were no major personality clashes or issues to deal with
during production. I think a lot of this can be attributed towards my attitude going into the
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production. I presented my ideas clearly, and always talked about how passionate I was about
this show, its themes, and its characters. Passion and attitude are contagious. Due to the fact
that I presented ideas in a positive manner, and always had passion in directing my cast and
crew, they took on that same love for the material, which translated into their performances.
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TESS POHLHAUS
SEUSSICAL
Is presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre International (MTI).
All authorized performance materials are also supplied by MT!.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES
Dr. Seuss is not just for children- re-reading his stories as an adult has opened
my eyes to the depth and heart of his tales, simple as they may seem on the
surface. Not many people know that as a child, Seuss was teased on the
playground for being different and scolded at school because he went about
his work differently than everyone else. At a young age, he developed a very
strong awareness of injustice in the world, and his books show many of his
characters dealing with the same struggles he experienced in his life.
Although the characters presented in these stories are fantastic in nature,
their behavior and resulting situations are very familiar to us. Through the
lens of the imagination, we are able to see our humanity reflected in these
creatures and identify with them, and laugh a little bit at how ridiculous life
can be.
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When Paul Flaherty and Lynn Aherns set out to create this show, they wanted
to stay true to the ideals of the beloved children 's author. Dr. Seuss believed
very strongly in the power of the imagination, and in the preface to the play
the authors advise, "LESS IS MORE!" In the very first moments of Seussica/, we
are introduced to a young boy whose eyes are opened to the possibilities
that await him if he uses his imagination to its fullest extent. With a little help
from the Cat in the Hat, he Thinks this world into being. My hope is that you
join the Boy on his journey through this world: rather than allowing you to sit
back and watch as we present all the details of the play's world to you, I invite
you to engage your imagination along w ith us: watch ribbons turn into water, a laundry basket become a nest, a scarf transform into an elephant
trunk ... Become an active participant in bringing the world of Dr. Seuss alive!
This performance will be a once-in-a-lifetime creation that you help breathe
life into. Everyone will see the world a little bit differently, and hopefully,
upon leaving the theatre, carry a piece of the joy and fun of the Seussian
world with them. Enjoy the journey into the world of Dr. Seuss!
Tess Pohlhaus

Director

SPECIAL THANKS
Wyatt Wallace, Dr. W. Stephen Pannill, Dr. Mary Way Bolt, Chris Ann Szep,
Bill Woolston, Chris Sherlock, Benjamin's Lumber, Lowe's North East, Scott Serio,
The Cecil Whig, Tony Covatta, Steak &Main, Marshall B Garrett, Eyvo Johnson, Matt Tart,
Phoenix Festival Theatre, Jack Foreaker, Ben Fisler, Brenda Hubbard & CWU Faculty,
Rising Sun High School, Linda Kowalski, Sam Alimony, Richard Benevento, the maintenance
and housekeeping staff of Cecil College, our ushers, friends and family of the cast and crew

and of course our loyal audience.
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Port Deposit, MD 21904
Office: (410) 378-2481
Fax: (410) 658-3351
Parts & Sales Phones:
Mark: (410) 336-3379
Daryl: (410) 336-3450

www.rljacksontrucks.como
rlj inc@zoominternet.net
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BASIN RUN ANIMAL HOSPITAL
572 Firetower Road
Colora, MD 21917
410-658-5709 * 410-378-2298 * Fax: 410-658-2124

Hours by Appointment
Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
GLORIA KILBY, D.V.M.
RHONDA L. SMETANA, D.V.M.
MARY C. DENVER, D.V.M.

www.basinrunanimalhospital.com

Stage Manager ....... . ........ ....... .. . ...... ... .. ...... . .... . ........... Bevin Hensley
Assistant Stage Manager ................. . .. ...... . .. . . .... .. ............Tyler Peterson
Backstage Crew . ...... .... .. ....... ... ... . . . ... ...... ... . .. ... ....... .......Dann Combs
Light Board Operator . ..... .. .. .. . .. ..... . .... . .. . ..... ... ... . . ...... ... Bevin Hensley
Sound Engineer. ...... ... ... .. .. .. .. .... . ... .. .. ... . .............. .. .. .. Terry Edwards
Sound Operator ....... .. ..... .. ................... .... ...... .. . .. ......... .... ... Niki Tart
Fly Rail Operator ....... .......... . ...... ....... ....... .... ............ MatthewWolffe
Spot Light Operators ... ..... ... . . .. .. . .. . .. . ...... Sondra McKeever, Kelly Wolffe
Scenic Painter ............ . ... .................. .. ..................Jessica Brockmeyer
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Cecilton Lions Charities, Inc.
We Sell Donated Boats

--

Serve

Boat Donations are Tax Deductible
CONT ACT: Joe Nelson, 302-378-3082

!!!SHREK RENTAL PACKAGE NOW AVAILABLE!!!

The Milburn Stone Theatre is pleased to announce that our

C-osTuMes l>RoPS aND 5eT Pieces
from °SHReK THe MusicaL
are available for rent!
Contact S. Lee Lewis at (410) 287-1023
or slewis@cecil.edu for more information
about pricing and availability!
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Cecil sJne is a website sedicQted to bringing
reside fs of Ceci C0unty t;itgh-quqlity coverage
of s brts, recreation, se.cia living and the arts.
"Whether you always wanted to /earn how
to ploy on instrument, or advance your
ploying skills.there is a pretty good chance
that Cecil College has a highly qualified
teacher who can help you."
- Cecil Whig

---~---

All levels WelcomeJ
Voice and a wide selection of
Instruments available
Credit and non-credit lessons run
throughout the year. Please email
or call for more info.

Questions?
Contact: Andrew Dickenson
Associate Professor of Music

Email: adickenson@cecil.edu
Tel: 41().,287- 6060. ext. 744

focebook.com/CecilCollegePerformingArts

CAST BIOGRAPHIES
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Emily Elborn (Bird Girl) is excited to return to the MST stage after a 12 year hiatus! She was last seen at
MST in the 2002 production of Big: the musical. Since, Emily has been pursuing musical theater and elementary education at West Virginia Wesleyan College. Her college credits include Connie in The 1940's
Radio Hour, Dainty June in Gypsy, Philia in A Funny Thing ... Forum, Bonnie in Anything Goes, and Sister
Mary Amnesia in Nunsense. Her most recent role was Amber Von Tussle at Tidewater Players this past fall.

Trave!Channel

When not on stage, Emily likes to substitute for Cecil County Public schools and play with her favorite puppy,
Charlie. Emily is very excited to be playing a bird girl alongside her best friend of 20 years, Caitlin Ponte!
Edward Elder (General Genghis Kahn Schmitz) is delighted to be performing in his first production with
MST. This will mark his second time performing the part of General Schmitz in Seussical The Musical!. Ed
has been performing for over 20 years in the tri-state area. Some of his favorite roles include Amos in Chicago, Charlie Brown in You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown, Mike Talman in Wait Until Dark, and Max in
Lend Me a Tenor. He has also been a part of the South Jersey premieres of RENT, Jekyll and Hyde, and
Urinetown: The Musical. When not onstage he is an Operations Agent for USAirways Express at PHL airport. Ed
would like to thank his beautiful wife, Barbara, as well as his six-month-old son, EJ, for their love and support.
Delany Flickinger (Who Ensemble) is excited to return to the stage at MST! She previously appeared at
MST in Shrek (ensemble). She has been in several Tidewater Youth productions, including Alice in Wonderland Jr. (Cheshire Cat #3), Little Mermaid Jr. (Carlotta/Ensemble), Frog and Toad Kids (Snail), and 101 Dalmatians Kids (Lucky). She has also been on stage at PFT in Babes in Toy/and (Child in the Shoe), Hello,
Dolly! (Ensemble), and Annie (Orphan). Thanks to my family for their love and support!
Steve Flickinger (Mr. Mayor) is happy to once again take the stage at MST. Some shows he has enjoyed
being a part of include at PFT: Jesus Christ Superstar (John, ensemble), Cabaret (Max, ensemble), Bye Bye
Birdie (Mr. MacAfee), Sweeney Todd (ensemble) and Babes in Toy/and (Roderigo), at Tidewater Players:
Assassins (Zangara), and at MST: Rent (Paul, ensemble), Legally Blonde (Lowell, ensemble) and Shrek

(Captain, Bishop). He is glad to have the opportunity to take the stage with his daughter, Delany, and would
like to thank his wife, Becky, and other daughter, Sammi, for their love and support of his theater endeavors.
Frankie Gillette (Wickersham/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is very happy to be doing another show here at
MST, and it's a pleasure working with such a great cast! Seussical The Musical! will be Frank's third show
here, having just finishing Young Frankenstein and doing Shrek last summer. Frank has performed in several operas at UD, including Le Nozze di Figaro and Pirates of Penzance. Frank is a line cook, looking for more
opportunities to make music, and hopefully a career of performing. Special thanks go to Bambi and Tess.
Allison Graham (Jungle Ensemble/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is pleased to be a part of
this production Seussical The Musical! Previous stage credits include Hairspray (Velma, Tidewater Players)
and Shrek: The Musical (Dance Corps, Msn. She has also worked as an Assistant Stage Manager at MST for
Carrie: The Musical, 1776: The Great American Musical, and Spring Awakening. Allison works as an eighth
grade math teacher at Rising Sun Middle School. She would like to thank her family and friends for their
continued support of her theatre endeavors. She would also like to thank the production staff and cast for
their hard work and enthusiasm.
Meredith Groff (Jungle Ensemble/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is excited to be performing
in Seussical The Musical!This is Meredith's fourth musical. She has appeared in A Funny Thing ... Forum
(Vibrata), The Music Man (Alam a Hicks), and Guys and Dolls (Vernon) prior to Seussical. Meredith has been

performing in dance recitals and nutcracker performances for the last fourteen years. She loves performing and would like to thank Ms. Pohl ha us and the Seussical cast and crew for this experience.
Dane A. Hutchinson (Horton) has been active in local theatres for over 20 years. Dane is returning to life
onstage after directing MST's production of It's A Wonderful Life, Storefront Theatre's inaugural production of Steel Magnolias and their yet-to-be-seen production of Doubt. Some of his favorite onstage roles
include Harry Roat, Jr. in Wait Until Dark, Ensemble in The Laramie Project, Oscar Madison in The Odd Couple, Gilmer/Socrates in Godspe//, Trekkie Monster in Avenue Q, and the voice of Audrey II in Little Shop of
Horrors. Other directing credits include Rocky Horror Show, Much Ado About Nothing, Bugsy Malone, and
several children's and youth theatre productions. He has been a part of many productions as Stage Manager (Forever Plaid, Hamlet, The Fantasticks) Costume Designer (Deathtrap, Godspel/, Steel Magnolias at
MST, as well as Nude with Violin, Looking for Normal, and others), Scenic Artist (You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown, Annie, Damn Yankees, and others) and Choreographer (Forever Plaid, Christmas Carol, Nunsense 2
and Rocky Horror Show). Many thanks to Tess, Bambi, Nikki, Bevin, Tyler, and the entire cast and crew. As
always the biggest thanks go to Mark ... G.B.NJ. Always.
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James Verderamo (The Cat in the Hat) is elated to take the stage portraying such an iconic character.
Though this is his first time starring in a Milburn production, he has recently been featured in MST's Young
Frankenstein, and as the Pied Piper/ Dragon Puppeteer in Shrek the Musical. Following Seussical, James will
take a hiatus from theatre to pursue a career with the U.S. Air Force as an airborne cryptologic linguist, and
leaves for boot camp in a few weeks. James would like to thank Tess and the rest of the production staff
for giving him the opportunity to perfectly conclude his stage time with such a fun whimsical character
alongside his sister, Barbara. His theatre career has introduced him to wonderful friends and experiences
alike, so he sends a very special thank you to everyone who has made his years on the stage unforgettable.
"You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you
choose. You're on your own. And you know what you know. And YOU are the one who'll decide where to
go ..." -Dr. Seuss, Oh, the Places You'll Go!

Katie Obarski {Jungle Ensemble/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) loves green eggs and ham.
She would eat them really fast; she would make them for this cast. She could and would in a house with a
mouse, by a lake with a snake, in a zoo with a gnu. Katie loves them as much as she loves soft-shoe, and for
now she'll depart with a great big "Thank You!"

Barbara Walker (Mayzie La Bird) is excited to be returning to the Milburn stage in Seussical The Musical!
She is ecstatic to get one final chance to perform alongside her very talented brother before he leaves to
join the Air Force (so proud - I won't cry ...). Favorite roles include Vivienne Kensington (Legally Blonde),
Velma Kelly (Chicago) and Hope Cladwell (Urinetown). She would like to thank God for another opportunity to perform, her awesome friends and family for their support, and her amazing husband for letting her
pursue her passion. Thanks to the cast and crew of Seussicalfor making this another great experience at Milburn!
Ned Way (Who Ensemble/ Cadet) is delighted to be in the cast of Seussical The Musical!, his second production at MST. He attends the 7th grade at Newark Charter School, where he is appearing in the title role
of the high school production of Oliver! Ned's credits include school productions of Cite to Be Seen (Don
Quixote), Bye Bye Birdie (Harvey Johnson) and Bugsy Malone (Fizzy), The Sound of Music (Kurt) at MST,
Handel's Messiah Rocks (singer) at the DuPont Theatre, Wilmington Drama League's productions of Willy
Wonka (James u/s) and Bye Bye Birdie (ensemble), the Imagination Players and the University of Delaware
Children's Choir. He also appeared in three UD shows, as Young Tommy in the E-52 production of The
Who's Tommy, Ivar in the PTTP production of Ibsen's A Doll House and in the ensemble of the REP production of Wilder's The Skin of Our Teeth. Special thanks to Mom and Dad for all the encouragement (and
driving), and to Emma and Mellie for putting up with a brother who sings all the time!
Annalia Webb (Who Ensemble) This is Annalia's first performance with MST. She is a 6th grader at Rising

Sun Middle School and in addition to theatre, she enjoys playing on her travel soccer team and riding
horses. Annalia has previously performed with Young Peoples Theater Program in Bad Hair Day and Hansel
and Gretel. Annalia wishes to thank her big brother, Gannon for encouraging her to audition for Seussical.
Gannon Webb (Vlad Vladikoff) is appearing once again at MST, previously appearing as Victor van
Frankenstein in Young Frankenstein, Pinnochio in Shrek, Ferdinand in The Tempest, and Josh in 9 to 5.
Some of his favorite roles include Mr. Cladwell in Urinetown, Thenardier in Les Miserables, Man in Chair in
The Drowsy Chaperone, and Sky Masterson in Guys and Dolls. He would like to thank all of the cast and

crew on making this incredible show come together, and would like to apologize to all those Whos down
in Whoville for stealing them.

PRODUCTION STAFF BIOGRAPHIES
Bob Denton (Technical Director/ Designer) was raised around and in Maryland community theatre. Bob

has designed and constructed live special effects and performed vocals for the horror-based rock band
Vyral, playing venues in D.C. and Baltimore, including Sonar, The Recher Theatre, and The
Thunderdome. During his time as props master for Towson University, he worked on shows including
Rent and Elephant's Graveyard. When not focusing on his duties at Milburn, Bob is a co-founder and
contributor to the humor site WeHateVideogames.com, where in the next few weeks he will be putting his
theatrical construction skills to use in a series of online instructional videos showing how to create video
game themed furniture and decorations.
Terry Edwards (Sound Designer) has been running sound in theater for CCBC and Cockpit in Court for
Syrs now. He's worked in shows like Crazy For You, Annie, Taffetas, 25th Annual Putnam Spelling Bee, Altar
Boys, Curtains, Drowsy Chaperone, Spring Awakening, Hairspray, Secret Garden, All Shook Up, Shrek, and
recently Carrie. When not sound designing a play or operating the sound board, Terry is the studio

manager for the Audio Recording program at CCBC Essex, Tech Assistant at Harford County Community
College Phoenix Theater, and Sound Engineer at Deep Flow Studios. Terry is a graduate of the Audio Recording
Technology program at CCBC Essex and plans on pursuing a B.A. in Audio Technology and Minor in Music.

Codey Odachowski (The Grinch/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature) is very excited to be making his sec-

ond appearance on the MST stage as his favorite Christmas villain! He was last seen in MST's production of
Shrek the Musical where he was one of the three little pigs! He'd like to thank Tess for giving him this op-

portunity, and would like to thank Nikki for entrusting him with such high notes, and as always would like
to thank Bambi for believing in him and helping him expand his dance knowledge. This performance is
dedicated to his mom, sister, best friends and all of the wonderful people he has had the pleasure of performing with in this show! Enjoy the show and remember: a person's a person no matter how small...or green!!!!:)
Cody Palmer (Vertie the Turtle/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is a junior at the University of

Baltimore, and is very excited to be back at MST. He was last seen onstage as Ernie in MST's production of
It's a Wonderful Life. Favorite roles include Peter Pan (Shrek the Musican, Friedrich (The Sound of Music),
and Prince Charming (Cinderella) . He would like to thank Tess, Bambi, Nikki, Bevin, Tyler, and everyone else

involved with this show for all their hard work and tireless efforts, as well his friends and family for their
support. Cody would also like to thank and congratulate his friends - both new and old - from Seussical
who have made this such a fun and memorable experience. Enjoy the show!
Caitlin Ponte (Bird Girl) is excited to make her debut at MST in one of her very favorite shows! A graduate

ofTowson University, Caitlin currently lives in Elkton with her husband (and dogs!) and works as a speechlanguage pathologist for Cecil County Public Schools. Some of her favorite previous roles include Rusty in
Footloose, Joanne in Godspell, and Mayzie La Bird in Seussical! Caitlin would like to thank Tess, Bambi,
Nicole, and the cast for welcoming her and allowing the opportunity to get back on stage after a very long
break! She also thanks, and is eternally grateful for, her family, friends, and wonderful husband.
Steven Prichard (Wickersham/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is ecstatic to be back at MST for a second time.

He'd like to thank Bambi for believing in his dance ability, Nikki for believing he could sing, and Tess for
such a fun opportunity in this amazing role.
Sydney Serio (Who Ensemble/ Cadet), a local sixth grader at Perryville Middle School, can't believe that
she ha s the opportunity to SING, DANCE, and ACT in this, her second appearance at MST. She previously
appeared in It's A Wonderful Life, with many of the talent on stage tonight. She has performed in Wonderland, Annie, Sleepy Hollow, and Sleeping Beauty as a member of Carousel Performing Arts Center in Kennett Square, PA and has truly been bitten by the acting bug. Sydney wants to thank her friends and family
for their love and support no matter how near or far and her teachers/instructors/mentors for their time,
effort, and faith in her.
Sarah Elizabeth Sickels (Mrs. Mayor) is an elementary school teacher in Cecil County, having studied

Elementary Education and Theatre at Roger Williams University in Bristol, RI. Some previous MST roles
include a Shape in The Tempest, and Kate in Legally Blonde. Other credits include Claire in Proof
(Tidewater) and Olive in The 25th Annual .. . Spelling Bee (Tidewater). She would like to thank Tess, Nikki,
Bambi, Bevin, Tyler and Lee for another opportunity to play on the MST stage. Also, many thanks to friends
and the PES crew for their support. When not on the stage or in the classroom, Sarah plays her favorite
roles: Wife to Larry (who wins the supportive husband award) and Mom to Charlie and Oliver. ILYSFM.
Jessica Simonson (Who Ensemble/ Cadet/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature) is a straight A student at

Northeast High School. She is a member of the Blue Crew Marching Band Color Guard and Cecil County's
Indoor Drum line. This is her first production with MST and she is very excited to perform with such an
awesome cast. She would like to thank the production staff for being so great.
Tigga Smaller (Sour Kangaroo) When she is not ruling the Jungle of Nool, Tigga is a Master Trainer for

Bokwa Fitness, a Zumba instructor, and a hip hop dancer/choreographer. She is very excited to be a part of
another MST production with this amazing and talented cast, crew and production team . Tigga found her
love for musical theatre after being "tricked" into auditioning for High School Musical (PFT) in 2010. She
also appeared in Legally Blonde, RENT, Hairspray, and most recently Shrek Tigga would like to thank her
family and friends for all of their support, and would like to give a special shout out to the family member
that told her to NEVER SING AGAIN when she was 9 years old.

Milburn Stone Theatre Staff

THEATRE ETTIQUETTE
• Please silence all watch alarms, cellular phones and pagers, or leave them with
the house manager on duty.

Artistic
S. Lee Lewis, Producing Artistic Director
Marshall B Garrett, Resident Director

• To ensure safety of the performers and to comply with professional union
contracts, the use of cameras and recording devices during performances is
prohibited.

William A. Price Ill, Resident Lighting Designer
Terry Edwards, Resident Sound Designer
Eyvo Johnson, Resident Properties Designer

Administration/Production
Dr. W. Stephen Pannill, President (Cecil College)
Dr. Mary Way Bolt, Vice President Academic Programs (Cecil College)
Bambi Johnson, General Manager
Bob Denton, Technical Director
Serenity Rowland, Production Manager
Brandon T. Gorin, Shop Foreman/Assistant Technical Director
Andrew John Mitchell, Marketing & Development Coordinator
Rebekah Latshaw, Box Office Assistant
Tyler Bristow, Production Assistant/Master Electrician
Rebecca Volk, Production Assistant
Christy Wyatt, Production Assistant

Contact and Ticket Information
Milburn Stone Theatre
Cecil College
One Seahawk Drive
North East, Maryland 21901

www.milburnstone.org
Administrative Office: 410-287-1023
Box Office: 410-287-1037

Fax: 410-287-1079

Box Office Hours
Monday - Friday: 12 noon - 5 p.m.
Opens one hour prior to each show

• Late seating is not guaranteed and is at the discretion of the house manager.
• In consideration of other patrons, please moderate the use of fragrances.
• Smoking is not permitted. The College provides clearly marked outdoor smoking
areas for your convenience.
• No babes in arms.

Emergency Calls
In the event of an emergency, patrons may be reached by contacting the
Administrative Office at 410-287-1023. If you provide this number to an answering
service or baby sitter, please give them your seat location.

Concessions
Proceeds from the sale of all concessions, including beverages, candy and snacks,
benefit the Milburn Stone Theatre and its volunteer organization, The Footlighters.
The Footlighters donate the earnings from designated events to specific charities.

Group Sales
To purchase discounted tickets for groups of 10 or more, call the Box Office at
410-287-1037.

Tours, Rentals and Receptions
Milburn Stone Theatre tours are offered for individuals and groups. Rentals of
costumes and props are also available. If you would like to have a special post- or
pre-show reception in the lobby or gallery, we can help you arrange all the details.
Call the Administrative Office for information at 410-287-1023.

Volunteer Opportunities
The Footlighters are always looking for more volunteers to assist in supporting
theatre operations. Ushers, concessionaires, actors, running crew, set-builders,
painters, costumers, and other positions are available. Call the Administrative Office
at 410-287-1023 for details.
The Milburn Stone Theatre at Cecil College is supported by a grant from the
Maryland State Arts Council, an agency funded by the state of Maryland and
the National Endowment for the Arts.
This program was funded in part with a grant from the Cecil County Arts
Council, Inc., as provided by the Maryland State Arts Council.
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Charles Johnson (Who Ensemble/ Sea Creature) is e xcited to be directed by Tess Pohlhaus again for the

Bevin Hensley (Stage Manager) is proud to be managing her se cond production at MST. Her first very
large undertaking was Shrek The Musical this past summer. She has also been seen on stage at MST in
Carrie: The Musical, Spring Awakening, and Plunge. Bevin has received her AA Degree in Performing Arts
form Harford Community College. Technical credits include AD, Elephant's Graveyard, Director, Miss High
School ... Pageant, Co- Lighting designer for Legally Blonde, ... Spelling Bee and The Drowsy Chaperone.

first time since high school! He is a graduate of the American Musical and Dramatic Academy in New York
City. He has most recently appeared in Young Frankenstein as Igor. Favorite credits include It's a Wonderful Life, The Tempest, Spring Awakening, Othello, RENT, and Rocky Horror. Enjoy the show!
Kevin Johnson (Who Ensemble/ Max the Dog) is happy to be appearing in his second show at MST. He is
currently a seventh grade student. You may recognize him from the production of 9 to S last year. He
would like to thank his mom for driving him to rehearsals and his brother for getting him involved in theatre, and writing this bio!
Johanna Jones (Who Ensemble/ Sea Creature) is having ridiculous amounts of fun doing her second
musical at MST. She was previously featured in the 9 to S the Musical in the ensemble. There is so much
energy and love shared by this Seussica/ cast. It has been a blast! She hopes that you all enjoy watching it

as much as she has enjoyed bringing Tess's vision to life. Special thanks to Karen Decker and Serenity
Rowland two amazing ladies that got Johanna involved in th is theatre.
Marissa Julian (Jungle Ensemble/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is very excited to be in her
first MST production of Seussical The Musical! Marissa graduated from lmmaculata University in May 2013
with a degree in music. At lmmaculata, she participated in the productions of Once Upon A Mattress, Little
Women, and Mame. As a junior in high school she participated in the inaugural production of Les Miserables with Delaware All-State Theatre (DASD and in 2011 worked backstage for Ragtime with DAST. Marissa is currently working at Computer Aid Incorporated in Human Resources. Marissa wants to thank the
cast and crew for being so welcoming to Milburn and her family and friends for their continued support.
Trevor Korn (Who Ensemble/ Cadet/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature) is a senior at Rising Sun High

School who is thrilled to be acting in his second production at the MST. Last summer, Trevor played
Leather Apron/ Painter in 1776. He has also pa rticipated in the drama club at his school. He played Nathan
Detroit in Guys and Dolls, Ewart Dunlop In The Music Man, Hero understudy/Soldier in A Funny Thing...
Forum, as well as Fra nk in The Fearsome Pira te Frank. Trevor has also done work behind the scenes of
plays. He was the backstage manager for Deathtrap at MST. Trevor would like to thank the entire cast,
director, dance choreographer, and everybody that was involved with the show for making him feel welcome to his new family at MST. It is always a pleasure for him to work with new people. He would also like
to thank his family for their support, as well as his ride to the rehearsals and shows.
Rebekah Latshaw (Gertrude McFuzz) is so excited to be sharing the stage with such amazing talent.
Some of her favorite roles here at MST have been Gingy in Shrek, Doralee in 9-S, and Paulette in Legally
Blonde. She is a mom of four incredible kids and is so blessed to have them, and her amazingly supportive
husband, as her #1 fans. Rebekah would like to thank them for their kindness and ability to forgive when
exhaustion alters her mood. She is forever grateful to you all!
Gracie Milanoski (Who Ensemble/ Cindy Lou Who) lives in North East and attends Saint Margaret

School, Bel Air. She is in the second grade, and her favorite subjects are art and reading. Gracie is excited
to have her first, real theater experience with Seussica/ The Musical! She also enjoys keeping busy with her
ballet, jazz, and modern dance classes, hanging out with friends and playing with her little sister, Isla.
Gracie would like to thank Ms. Jessica, for introducing her to the world of theatre, and to her main
squeeze, her daddy, for sitting in the hallway during all those rehearsals! Gracie dedicates her performance to her late great-grandmother, Elaine, who passed along her singing and dancing genes!

Susquehanna Squadron 135
The Sons of the American Legion
P.O. Box 981300 Cherry Street I Perryville I Maryland
(410) 642-2325 [Pl I (410) 642-2941 [fl
nesdsal@aol.com

She also works as a theatre and arena technician at Harford Community College. A few words, "Snow Day•,
"BIOS!", and "Check Virtual Callboard". BTG. For my parents, as always, with love.
Bambi Johnson (Choreographer) received her dance training at Jacob's Pillow and under the tutelage of
many great teachers through the years including Michael Nickeloff of the Tampa Ballet Company, Igor
Youskevitch of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, Anthony Tudor formerly of the Royal Danish Ballet, Harriet
Sauber Eisner, Earline Stevens, Sylvester Campbell and Wally Saunders. She has been privileged to perform
with the Back Alley Dancers, Maryland Ballet, Colin Dunne's Riverdance and the touring production of
Fosse. She was an NFL cheerleader & dancer, and on the production staff for the NFL Pro Bowl halftime
show. Bambi is listed in the national Who's Who Among American Dance Directors. As a "daytime" career,
she loves being the General Manager of Milburn Stone Theatre and the Designer/Director of Production
for the All Star Challenge national cheer & dance events. She has enjoyed every second with this
wonderful cast of Seussical and is going to be very sad when it's over. "The sky became . ... PINK!" E143
Tyler Peterson (Assistant Stage Manger) is ecsta tic as a lways to be brought back to MST. Previously,
Tyler has done tech work for The Imp ortance of'Being Earn est, Dinner with Friends, The Sound of Music,
and Little Shop of Horrors, all at MST. Most recent ly at MST, he was ASM for The Tempest Tyler would like
to thank Bambi and Nikki for all their efforts, Bevin for being a great mentor, and Tess (can I call you that
now?) for continuing to be his favorite director.
Tess Pohlhaus (Director) is thrilled to be making her Mainstage directorial debut at Milburn Stone
Theatre with Seussical, but is no stranger to the MST stage, having worked both on and offstage for the
past 8 years. Selected credits include directing the 10-minute play Waiting at the Emerging Artists
Festival, assistant directing RENT, The Tempest, and Dinner With Friends, stage managing Cabaret, and
ASMing for Little Shop of Horrors. Some of her favorite onstage roles include Jean in Dead Man's Cell
Phone, Celia in As You Like It, Gwendolyn in The Importance of Being Earnest, and Constanze Weber
in Amadeus. Tess turns her passion for theatre into her career as the theatre teacher at Rising Sun High
School, where she directs the Cecil County Honors Drama program and the drama club's annual
production. Seussical is her final project for her Master's Degree in Theatre Production from Central
Washington University. She would like to thank Brenda Hubbard, the CWU faculty, and her classmates for
all of their guidance and support, the cast and crew for being "Amayzing," and Marshall B for everything
under the sun- I love you!
William A. Price Ill (lighting Designer) is the Director of Systems for Barbizon Lighting. As Director of

System he has designed and install lighting for The Newseum, The Studio Theatre and Theatre J in
Washington DC. He also designed a turn key entertainment systems from Puerto Rico to Pennsylvania. As a
freelance Lighting and Set designer Bill has designed for the Olney Theatre, the Baltimore Choral Arts
Society, Phoenix Festival Theater, the Covered Bridge Theatre and the Kennedy Center. Locally he has
directed several shows for area theatres including the Phoenix Festival Theater. He is the President of the
ESTA Foundation a philanthropic organization for the entertainment industry. He holds a Master's of Fine
Arts from the University of Maryland and resides in Havre de Grace Maryland.
Nicole Tart (Musical Director) is thrilled to be back working with MST. Nicole has worked as a music
educator for the last 18 years, and continues to share her love of music through teaching. Most recently
she served as music director for Shrek the Musical. Her favorite things include spending time with her
family, traveling, snuggling up with a cup of hot tea and a book, and well .. .. performing and teaching
music (of course!). Many thanks to her two sons, Conner and Evan, and her very patient and wonderful
husband, Matt. "I 'm glad we had the times together just to laugh and sing a song, seems like we just got
started and then before you know it, the times we had together were gone." -Dr. Seuss

CAST BIOGRAPHIES
Grant Bailey (Jojo) is beyond thrilled to be playing the part of Jojo in MST's production of Seussical The
Musical! Previous shows here include It's A Wonderful Life (Young George Bailey), Shrek the Musical
(Grumpy), Oliver! (N ipper), Nude With Violin (Stotesbury), and A Christmas Carol. Acting since age five,
Grant, now 12, has also perform ed with ACT (Music Man (Winthrop), The King and I), Delaware Children's
Theatre (Snow White (Yawny), Aladdin) and the Wilmington Drama League (Willy Wonka, The Wizard of
Oz). Along with theatre, Grant has appeared in the Fringe Festival short film The Watermelon Wagon Killer, in which he won a special mention award for his portrayal of Sailor Jack, and in the TV pilot The Spirit
Seeker with Mary Birdsong (Reno 911, The Descendants). When not acting, Grant enjoys reading, drawing,
playing video games, and is involved wit h Odyssey of the Mind, Boy Scouts, Reading Olympics and Student Council. He sends out big thanks to Bambi Johnson, Nikki Tart and Bevin Hensley for all the wonderful things they do and to his family for their support. Special thanks to Tess Pohlhaus for trusting him with
this part. YOPP
Tessa Beblo (Who Ensemble/ Cadet/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature) is excited to be performing in
Seussical The Musical!This is Tessa's second musical and has appeared in Guys and Dolls. Tessa has experienced the stage life through church experiences and has also been a talent show emcee. Tessa would like
to thank Ms. Pohlhaus and the rest of the Seussical cast and crew for this wonderful experie nce.
Heather Bounds (Bird Girl/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is excited to perform in another
show at MST. She has previously performed as a Dulce performer in Shrek the Musical, Iris and a Shape in
The Tempest, Jemima In Cats, Sarah Brown in Guys and Dolls, and Little Becky Two-Shoes in Urinetown,
along with many dance performances and several ensembl e roles. She would like to thank her family and
friends for their support, and the wonderful cast and crew for all of their hard work.
Bridget Boyle (Who Ensemble/ Sea Creature) is proud to be a part of her first musical at MST. In the past,
she has performed as Marian Paroo in The Music Man, as well as Agatha in Guy and Dolls. She participates
in several after school activities at Rising Sun High, including chorus, orchestra, and even Maryland's Allstate Chorus. Bridget would like to thank everyone involved in this production for being so welcoming in
the Milburn family. Also, she would like to thank her family and friends for being so supportive of everything she does.
Josie Brown (Jungle Ensemble/ Circus Performer/ Sea Creature/ Hunch) is thrilled to be performing in
Seussica/ The Musical!This is Josie's second musical and ha s appeared in Guys and Dolls. Josie has experienced the stage life through many church experiences and loves acting. Josie would like to thank Ms.
Pohl ha us and the rest of the Seussical cast and crew for this wonderful experience.
Lindsey Cohen (Who Ensemble/ Cadet) is a t hirteen year old girl who is very excited to perform in her
first MST show, Suessical The Musical! She attends Tome School. Some of Lindsey's favorite parts she has
played include Dipstick in No Strings Attached, and Atlna in Litlle Mermaid Jr. Lindsey also plays flute and
piano. She ha s studied with The Maryland Conservatory of Mu.sic and currently studies in The Jessica Deskin School of Music. Lindsey would like to thank he r parents, Jessica Deskin- her music teacher, and former director Tom Barnes.
Audrey Conrad (Who Ensemble) a 4th grader at Avon Grove Charter School, is grateful for the opportunity to be in her first production at MST. She has also performed in The Frog Prince at Delaware Children's
Theatre, The Wizard of Oz and Babes in Toy/and at Carousel Performing Arts Ce nter, and Aladdin Kids at
the Jennersville YMCA. Her favorite role was Veruca Salt in Willie Wonka Jr, with Avon Grove Community
Theater last summer. In addition to acting, singing and dancing, Audrey has an incredible sense of adventure; she loves biking, climbing, skiing and zip lining. Audrey would like to than k her family for their love
and support as well as the directors and cast for making this a truly amazing experie nce.
Alicia Downs (Wickersham/ Sea Creature) returns to MST in another fantastical •animated" role as a
Wickersham. She's thrilled to rejoin so many of her former Shrekcastmates and make so many new fri e nds.
Alicia would like to thank Bambi for believing she could dance this role, her brother Wicke rshams for their
great performances, and all the tech and stage crew for their immeasurable hours of hard work, the applause tonight is for you guys! Another huge thanks goes out to all of YOU for suppo rting local theatre
and the arts in your community!

2South Main Street, North East,MD 21901·443-877-6361

Please note!
The 10% Off coupon to Luca Sophia
on the back of your ticket stub will
still be honored at The Black Pearl!

Zoom Internet is taster music downloads,
quicker social networking and photo sharing, easier
video streaming -for all your devices!

The Cecil Guardian Nev.)spaper enthusiasticcdl)' suppm·ts
the 2013-2014 $Cason of the Milburn Stone Theatre. \\Te recogni;z'e
and appreciate the impo1·tant contribution the t11eater makes to
the quality of life in Cecil Count:y!
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MUSICAL NUMBERS
Act I
"Overture" ...... . ............................. . .... .. .................. .. .... ..... ........ Orchestra
"Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!" .............. ...... .... .... .. .. ............... ........ Company
"Our Story Begins" .. ....... ......... ....... ....... ..... ........................ The Cat and JoJo
"Horton Hears a Who" .......... Bird Girls, Horton and Citizens of the Jungle of Nool
"Biggest Blame Fool" ....... Sour Kangaroo, Young Kangaroo, Horton, Wickersham
Brothers, Bird Girls, Gertrude McFuzz, Mayzie LaBird,
Citizens of the Jungle, JoJo and The Cat
"Here on Who" ................ The Mayor, Mrs. Mayor, The Grinch, Whos and Horton
"Oh The Thinks You Can Think (Reprise)" ........ .... .... . .. ... ... . ........ The Cat and JoJo
"It's Possible" ................. .. .. .... ......... . .... ... ... ........ .... . . .. JoJo, The Cat and Fish
"How to Raise a Child" ..... ... .......... ... .. .... .. .. ............ The Mayor and Mrs. Mayor
"The Military" ......................... General Genghis Khan Schmitz, Cadets, and Jo Jo
"Green Eggs and Ham" ..................... General Genghis Khan Schmitz and Cadets
"Alone in the Universe" .. .. . ........... .. ........... .. .. .. ... .. ............... Horton and JoJo
"The One Feather Tail of Miss Gertrude McFuzz" ........................ Gertrude McFuzz
"Amayzing Mayzie" . ......................... Mayzie LaBird, Gertrude and the Bird Girls
"Amayzing Gertrude" ............... ... .. ... ....... .... .....Gertrude McFuzz and Bird Girls
"Monkey Around" ........... ........................ ..... Wickersham Brothers and Horton
"Chasing the Whos" ............ Horton, Sour Kangaroo, Young Kangaroo, Bird Girls,
Wickersham Brothers, The Cat, Vlad Vladikoff,
Jungle Citizens and Whos
"How Lucky You Are" .........................................................The Cat and Whos
"Notice Me, Horton" ........ . ........... .. ...... ............... Gertrude McFuzz and Horton
"How Lucky You Are (Reprise)" ..................... .. .................................Company

Act II
"Entr'acte" .............................. . .. .... ... . .... .... ... . .. ...................... ... Orchestra
"Our Story Resumes" ....... ... .. ........ ... ..... The Cat, JoJo, Horton, Gertrude McFuzz,
General Genghis Khan Schmitz, Bird Girls and Hunters
"Egg, Nest, and Tree" ...... ....... ... Sour Kangaroo, Bird Girls, Wickersham Brothers,
The Cat and Hunters
"The Circus McGurkus" .... . ............ . ............ The Cat, Horton and Circus Members
"Circus On Tour/How Lucky you Are (Reprise)" ...... Horton, The Cat, Circus Members
"Mayzie in Palm Beach" ............................... Mayzie LaBird, The Cat and Horton
"Amayzing Horton" ..................... .... ...................... Mayzie LaBird and Horton
"Alone in the Universe (Reprise)" ............................................ .. .......... Horton
"Solla Sollew" .... ........ Horton, Circus Members, Jo Jo, The Mayor and Mrs. Mayor
"Gree Eggs and Ham II" .... ... ... . .. JoJo, General Genghis Khan Schmitz and Cadets
"Into the Who's Christmas Pageant" ...............The Grinch, The Mayor, Mrs. Mayor,
Cindy Lou Who, Max the Dog and Whos
"Havin' a Hunch" .......... .. .... ..... ... ..... ...... . ...... .... . ...The Cat, JoJo and Hunches
"All for You" .... ...... ............................. Gertrude McFuzz, Horton and Bird Girls
"The People vs. Horton the Elephant" ............................................... Company
"Finale/Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!" ........................ ... ....... ...... Full Company

AT

DELAWARE

The University of Delaware Department of Music presents more
than 250 public programs each year, from recital performances
by our masterful music faculty and the emerging talent of our
students, to appearances by nationally and internationally
renowned musicians through our Guest Artist Series and the
acclaimed Master Players Concert Series.
Join us as we Make Music at Delaware
Visit our website for complete event listings:

www.music.udel.edu
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The University of Delaware
Community Music School offers a

full-range o~· mus~c instruction for all
ages m all mstruments.

s

PRIVA/£ L-£SSOf\JS:
All instruments,
including voice, for school age
and adult students

SUZUKI:
Guitar

Piano

Violin

GROUP MUSIC Cl-1155£5:

Babies
Toddlers
Preschool
School Age
Children and Teen Choirs

Visit our website for details:
music.udel.edu/cms
or call (302) 831-1548

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Cat In The Hat ......... . ..... ........... .. ........ . .. . ............. .Jamie Verderamo
JoJo ..... .. . . . . . . .. .. ....... . . ...... .. ... ................ . . ............. .........Grant Bailey
Horton The Elephant ...... .. ..... . . .. .. .... . ....... . . . .... .. . . . .....Dane Hutchinson
Gertrude McFuzz ........ . ... ... ..... . .. ..... . ............... ... .. .. .Rebekah Latshaw
Mayzie La Bird ... ........ ....... . ............ . . ... .. .......... .. ..... .... Barbara Walker
Sour Kangaroo . . .. .... .. . . ... . .. ....... .. . .. ........ . . ... . .. . . ... .. . .......Tigga Smaller
General Schmitz . .. ... . .. . .... ... . ..... ...... .. ... ...... .................. . ... ... Ed Elder
Mr. Mayor . . .. ...... . . . . .. ......... ....... ..... .. .. ........... .. ......... Steve Flickinger
Mrs. Mayor .. . ...... ... .. . ... ............ . .. .. ...... ...... ............... .... Sarah Sickles
Vertie The Turtle ......... . .. .... .. ...... . . .... . ... . . . ........ .. ......... ... Cody Palmer
Vlad Vladikoff .......... ..... .. .. . . .. ........... .... .. ....... .. ........ ... Gannon Webb
The Grinch . . ... .. .. . ... ...... ... . ... . . .. . . ..... . . .... .. .. ... . ... . . .. Codey Odachowski
Cindy Lou Who .... ..... .. . .. .. ... .. . .... .. .. . . .. ................... ....Gracie Milanoski
Bird Girls ...................... .. ...... Heather Bounds, Emily El born, Caitlyn Ponte
Wickersham Brothers ... ..... ... Frankie Gillette, Alicia Downs, Steven Prichard
Whos .. ....................... . . ..... ..Tessa Beblo, Bridgette Boyle, Lindsey Cohen,
Audrey Conrad, Delany Flickinger, Charlie Johnson,
Kevin Johnson, Johanna Jones, Trevor Korn, Sydney Serio,
Jessica Simonson, Ned Way, Annalia Webb
Jungle Creatures ........... . .. .... .Josie Brown, Allison Graham, Meredith Groff,
Marissa Julian, Katrina Obarski
Sea Creatures ........ .. .... ...... .Tessa Beblo, Heather Bounds, Brdigette Boyle,
Josie Brown, Alicia Downs, Allison Graham, Frankie Gillette,
Meredith Groff, Trevor Korn, Charlie Johnson, Johanna Jones,
Marissa Julian, Katrina Obarski, Cody Palmer, Steven Prichard,
Codey Odachowski, Jessica Simonson, Gannon Webb
Cadets ..... ...... ............... .... .......Tessa Beblo, Lindsey Cohen, Trevor Korn,
Jessica Simonson, Sydney Serio, Ned Way
Circus Members ........... .. ....... ...Tessa Beblo, Heather Bounds, Josie Brown,
Allison Graham, Meredith Groff, Trevor Korn, Marissa Julian,
Katrina Obarski, Cody Palmer, Codey Odachowski,
Jessica Simonson, Gannon Webb
Hunches ............................... Heather Bounds, Josie Brown, Alicia Downs,
Frankie Gillette, Allison Graham, Cody Palmer,
Meredith Groff, Marissa Julian, Katrina Obarski,
Steven Prichard
Hunters ... ..... . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .... Codey Odachowski, Tessa Beblo, Trevor Korn,
Jessica Simonson

Patricia Sparks
Director of Sales

39 Elwoods Road
North East, Maryland
410-287-5450
For reservations call:
1-800-528-1234
Guests staying at this full service North East, Maryland hotel will e njoy all the comforts of home while
being close to many key area attractions s uch as Chesapeake Bay and the Cecil County Drag Strip.
Ideally located SO miles from both Baltimore and Philadelphia, the BEST WESTERN North East Inn
is a full-se rvice hotel providing comfort and convenience at an affordable price. This North East area
hotel features beautifully-appointed guest rooms and suites, each fully- equipped wit h cable satellite
television with HBO and high-speed Internet access. Guests are welcome to start the day off with a
complimentary full breakfast before taking advantage of hote l amenities such as an indoor
swimming pool and hot tub, exercise facility, guest laundry, business services and
meeting facilities accommodating up to 40 guests.

for stealing
the show.

Kick up your heels and
join our classes today!

Classes for toddlers,
youth, teens & adults.

410-287-3546
for the achiever in you-

~ PNC BANK

www.cecildancenter.com
25 Flint Drive ._ North East, MD
Ballet Jazz Modern Hip Hop Tap Lyrical Musical Theatre Boyzbeat Fitness

©2012 The PNC Financial Services Group , Inc All rights reserved · PNC
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Director's Notes for Program:
Dr. Seuss is not just for children- re-reading his stories as an adult has opened
my eyes to the depth and heart of his tales, simple as they may seem on the surface. Not
many people know that as a child, Seuss was teased on the playground for being
different and scolded at school because he went about his work differently than
everyone else. At a young age, he developed a very strong awareness of injustice in the
world, and his books show many of his characters dealing with the same struggles he
experienced in his life. Although the characters presented in these stories are fantastic
in nature, their behavior and resulting situations are very familiar to us. Through the
lens of the imagination, we are able to see our humanity reflected in these creatures and
identify with them, and laugh a little bit at how ridiculous life can be.
When Paul Flaherty and Lynn Aherns set out to create this show, they wanted to
stay true to the ideals of the beloved children's author. Dr. Seuss believed very strongly
in the power of the imagination, and in the preface to the play the authors advise, "LESS
IS MORE!" In the very first moments of Seussical, we are introduced to a young boy
whose eyes are opened to the possibilities that await him if he uses his imagination to
its fullest extent. With a little help from the Cat in the Hat, he Thinks this world into
being. My hope is that you join the Boy on his journey through this world: rather than
allowing you to sit back and watch as we present all the details of the play's world to
you, I invite you to engage your imagination along with us: watch ribbons turn into
water, a laundry basket become a nest, a scarf transform into an elephant trunk ...
Become an active participant in bringing the world of Dr. Seuss alive! This performance
will be a once-in-a-lifetime creation that you help breathe life into. Everyone will see
the world a little bit differently, and hopefully, upon leaving the theatre, carry a piece of
the joy and fun of the Seussian world with them. Enjoy the journey into the world of Dr.
Seuss!

-Tess Pohlhaus
Director
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Venue: Milburn Stone Theatre
Production: Suzyicle
~ir:: Tess Pohlhaus
..1sgnr: William Price
Date: 3/14/2014

Inventory List
Stock
4

8
35
52
60
40
10
4

i3
1
50
16
7

Used
4
10
5
0
29
37
6
6
0
2
1
39
16
5

End of Report

Rent
2

2

2

Type
Watts
Elektralite Eyeball 40
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze 420
ETC 84-14°
575
ETC 84-19°
575
ETC 84-26°
575
ETC 84-36°
575
ETC 84-36° 750w
750
ETC 84-50°
575
ETC 54-50° 750w
750
Generic Followspot
1000
ALTMAN 1KAF 6" Fresnel
1000
ETC 6"
575
Chauv:et Colorado
420
AlTMAN ZipStrlp Zip Strip 4 Cir B 75

Notes
144 LEDs total

Venue: Milburn Stone Theatre
Production: Suzyicle
"'ir:: Tess Pohl ha us
.... pgnr: William Price
Da!te: 3/8/2014

Gpbo List
Qt
6 '

Gobo
223

Manufacturer
Name
GREAT AMERI C~GH l6REAKUP
6 --77
~42_
4 ____
ROSCO LABS
PLAID
1
77989
ROSCO LABS
"LES MIS" WHIRLPOOL
En,d of Report

Alias:
G0223
R77424
R77989

Venue: Milburn Stone Theatre
Production: Suzyicle
"ir:: Tess Pohlhaus
.... sgnr: William Price
Date: 3/14/2014

GEL Cut List - Summary
Qt
50
10
50
16
14
15
5
10
5
6
50
50

Color
R21
R21
R26
R317
R344
R358
R36
R370
R52
R67
R80
R91

End of Report

Size
4.375 x 4.75
6.25 x 6.25
4.375 x 4.75
6.25 x 6.25
6.25 x 6.25
6.25 x 6.25
6.25 x 6.25
6.25 x 6.25
6.25 x 6.25
6.25 x 6.25
4.375 x 4. 75
4.375 x 4.75

Alias:
R21 ·
R21
R26
R317
R344
R358
R36
R370
R52
R67
R80
R91

Name
Golden Amber
Golden Amber
Light Red
Apricot
Follies Pink
Rose Indigo
Medium Pink
Italian Blue
Light Lavender
Light Sky Blue
Primary Blue
Primary Green

Venue: Milburn Stone Theatre
Production: Suzyicle
l"'\ir:: Tess Pohl ha us
_,sgnr: William Price
Date: 3/14/2014

Channel Schedule
C annel

Inst
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
144
144
211-B
211-C
211-D
212-B
212-C
212-D
213-D
213-B
213-C
214-B
214-D
214-C
215-C
215-D
215-B
216-B
216-C
216-D
217-C
217-B
217-D
218-D
218-B
218-C
219-C
219-B
219-D
220-8
220-C
220-D
221 -D
221 -C
221-B
222-B
222-D
222-C
223-C
223-B
223-D
224-D
224-C
224-B
225-C
225-B

Location
Balcony Rail
Balcony Rail
4th Electric
4th Electric
Balcony Rail
Balcony Rail
4th Electric
4th Electric
Balcony Rail
4th Electric
4th Electric
4th Electric
4th Electric
4th Electric
Balcony Left
Balcony Right
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
OS SL Boom 1
SR Boom 2
SR Boom 2
SR Boom 2
SR Boom 3
SR Boom 3
SR Boom 3
SL Boom 2
SL Boom 2
SL Boom 2
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 4
SL Boom 4
SL Boom 4
SR Boom 4
SR Boom 4
SR Boom 4
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1

Instrument Type
ETC 84-26"
ETC 84-26°
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
ETC S4-26°
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze
Generic Followspot
Generic Followspot
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Challvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Challvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvel Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvel Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado

Color
R36
R36

Gobo

Notes
Prose

R36
R36

Prose

R36

Prose

Page 2

Ch'annel

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Inst
225-D
226-B
226-D
226-C
1-A
1-A
151-B
17-A
18-A
23-A
5
4
3
2
1
18
13
10
7
2
19
14
13
10
5
10
14
9
3
7
11
15
10
4
8
15
20
12
4
9
5
8
12
6
9
13
7
11
17
1
6
9
14
19
17
18
23
1
1
11
16
12
17
16
22
1
6
2

7
39

2
8

Location
DS SL Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
2nd Electric
1st Electric
Boom 1 US
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
Catwalk 2
Catwalk 2
Catwalk 2
Catwalk 2
Catwalk 2
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
1st Electric

Instrument Type
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Gobo Rotator
Gobo Rotator
Gobo Rotator
Gobo Rotator
Gobo Rotator
Gobo Rotator
ETC S4-14°
ETC S4-14°
ETC S4-14°
ETC S4-14°
ETC S4-14°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC S4-36° 750w
ETC $4-36° 750w
ETC 84-36~ 750w
ETC S4-36° 750w
ETC 84-36° 750w
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC 84-36°
ETC 84-36°
ETC 84-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC 84-36°
ETC 84-36°

Color

R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R358
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R317
R52
R52
R52
R52
R52
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344
R344

Gobo

Notes

Page 3

Channel
40
41
A?

...,4

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
98
99
101
102
103
104
105
')

Inst
15
16
21
2
3
3
13
14
18
4
5
6
1
1
2
2
137
138
139
140
144
143
142
141
152
153
154
159
155
156
157
158
179
180
181
182
178
177
176
175
224-A
220-A
219-A
226-A
214-A
213-A
212-A
211-A
223-A
222-A
221-A
225-A
218-A
217-A
216-A
215-A
12
17
11
3
8
16
4
15
5
151
153
141
142
143
144

Location
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electric
3rd Electric
2nd Electric
1st Electrlc
Box Boom SR
Box Boom SL
Box Boom SR
Box Boom SL
SR Boom 4
SR Boom 3
SR Boom 2
Proscenium Pipe SR
SL Boom 4
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 2
Proscenium Pipe SL
SR Boom 4
SR Boom 3
SR Boom 2
Proscenium Pipe SR
SL Boom 4
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 2
Proscenium Pipe SL
SR Boom 4
SR Boom 3
SR Boom 2
Proscenium Pipe SR
SL Boom 4
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 2
Prosceni um Pipe SL
SR Boom 4
SR Boom 3
SR Boom 2
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
SL Boom 4
SL Boom 3
SL Boom 2
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
OS SL Boom 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Catwalk 1
Boom 1 US
Boom 1 US

Instrument Type
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-50"
ETC S4-50°
ETC S4-50°
ETC S4-50°
ETC S4-50°
ETC S4-50°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC 84-36°
ETC S4-36~
ETC S4-36°
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
ETC 6"
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Cha uvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
Cha uvet Colorado
Chauvet Colorado
ETC 84-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC 8 4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-26°
ETC S4-36° 750w
ALTMAN 1KAF 6" Fresnel
Elektralite Eyeball 40
Elektralite Eyeball 40
Elektralite Eyeball 40
Elektralite Eyeball 40

Color
R67
R67
R67
R67
R67
R67

Gobo
G0223
G0223
G0223
G0223
G0223
G0223
R77424
R77424
R77424
R77424
R77424
R77424

Notes

R344
R344

R21
R21
R21
R21
R2 1
R21
R21
R21
R370
R370
R370
R370
R370
R370
R370
R370

Special 2
Special 1
Special 3
Special 5
SJ)E!cial 4
Balcony
Balcony
Balcony
Balcony

R317
R317
R77989

Page 4
annel
tm
110

12!)

126

127

130

Inst
157
160
156
159
155
158
161 -A
162-A
163-A
164-A
165-A
161-8
162-B
163-B
164-B
165-B
161-C
162-C
163-C
164-C
165-C
161-D
162-D
163-D
164-D
165-D
1

Location
DS SR Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
DS SL Boom 1
DS SR Boom 1
OS SL Boom 1
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lig hts
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
Foot Lights
4th Electric

Instrument Type
ETC S4-26°
ETC 8 4- 26°
ETC S4-36°
ETC S4-36°
ETC 6"
ETC 6''
ALTMAN ZipS!rip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN Zip Strip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN Zip Strip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip Zip Strip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip Zip Strip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN Zip Strip ZlpStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipS trip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZlpStr p ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZlpStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrlp 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip ZipStrip 4 Cir 8
ALTMAN ZipStrip Z ip Strip 4 Cir 8
Color Kinetics LED CK ColorBlaze

Color
R21
R2 1
R370
R370
R26
R26
R26
R26
R26
RBO
RBO
R80
RBO
R80
R91
R91
R91
R91
R91
R21
R21
R21
R21
R21

Note: Dimmer/OMX column format is (OMXBUS) .(Start OMX Address)-(End OMX Address)
Note: Gobo format is gate/gate[rotator/rotator]

End of Report

Gobo

Notes

Seussical Conflict Sheet 2014

*F=time when free

Calender does not include VF Cast Schedules

Sunday Jan 12

Mon.Jan 13

Tuse.Jan14

Grant Bailey (1-4pm)

Grant Bailey

Grant Bailey

Barb Walker

Tigga Smaller

Rebekah Latshaw

Tigga Smaller

Christ Wyatt

Christy Wyatt

Lindsey Cohen

Cody Palmer

Delany Flickinger

Caitlin Ponte

Steven Prichard

Audrey Conrad

Emily Elborn

Wed.JanlS

Christ Wyatt

Steve Flickinger

Sarah Sickles

Sarah Sickles

Ed Eldr(free at 4pm)

Codey Odachowski

Ned Way

Ned Way (F-7:30)

Delany Flickinger

Lindsey Cohen

Th. Jan 16

Fri.Jan 17

Sat.Jan 18

Tigga Smaller (7:30)

Grant Bailey

Grant Bailey

Grant( 12-4:30)

Chrisy Wyatt

Tigga Smaller

Barb Walker

Barb Walker

Christy Wyatt

Cody Palmer

Cody Palmer

Lindsey Cohen

Christy Wyatt

Alicia Free- @4

Je,£ Simors
~Q

Caitlyn Ponte

Christy Wyatt

-

_ _ L{ _--'J

\.JV\

I

'

-.'\""'''"''t>

A'-~

I

.

'\

1 J ,

Steve Flickinger

\' '~,
1:-, <.a '
j
\ • .'

Delany Flickinger
Gracie Mil.10-1

, ___: >(

Caitlyn Ponte

-\) 0.,f\\.;~. . \' \C..""\

\
\

Jessica Simorsen

I .,..,/"\, ' . '

l

I

Sun. Jan 19

Mon. Jan 20

Tuse.Jan 21

Wed. Jan 22

Thurs. Jan 23

Grant Bailey 12-4:30

Tigga Smaller

Jessica Simerson

Tigga Smaller

Tigga Smaller

Barb Walker

Audrey Conrad

Codey 0- Free @8

Katrina Obarsh

Cody Palmer

Delany Flickinger

Ned Way-F@730

Christy Wyatt
Jess Simerson

Steven Prichard

~\oc\c 88L~1ul

Alicia D- Free @4

'1- 8 e""""'

Christy Wyatt
Ed Eldr- Free @4

f"\ v..<;, · L .-=i

1-1 , I:+

Delany Flickinger

. d .... ~ - ""

uv.: ' I''''' ~~\
'-"

I
I Rebekah l.
I
I

I ~°'iY\\\ t"'

f\v.S >c-

:J , 13

._...c."-i

Sat. Jan 25
Grant 12-4:30
Cody Palmer
Christy Wyatt
Emily Elborn
Ed Eldr

l-\0

A. ,#,

/

\)"-'{\'f'\Ui L .....

\.) CA.\I\ UL

I

n \.

\>·'"'

Caitlyn Ponte

I Fri.Jan 24
Cody Palmer

h.

;"11;,~ , ( - .~
. \ ~ "' , 1.0C. ,l,,

y

.

~

.Bf>\.- ra-

vv. \.;
-<"\ · I ' ~

Sun. Jan 26

Mon. Jan 27

Tuse. Jan 28

Wed. Jan 29

Thur. Jan 30

Fri. Jan 31

Sat. Feb 1

Grant Bailey 12-430

Tigga Smaller

Steve Flickinger

Tigga Smaller

Tigga Smaller

~ody

Grant - 12-430

Cody Palmer

Steve Flickinger

Codey 0-Free @8

Sarah Sickles F-8:30

Steven Prichard

Audery Conrad

Ned Way- F@730

Ed Eldr- Free @4

Delany Flickinger

Jess Simerson

Delany Flickinger

-·
'ii'\~ 1:J£
.,...

~~-J.JF

M"'<. ' (. ...i'T~y~ , 3°
~·

.....

.A(L~

•

u-,rl\°"i t. \ :-k

M.'-\~ : c -"

A,\\...,., ....

!"'\r.A.'t\ ~
"
""'f".o:J't('.~
I" \

Palmer

ti,n ... .1 ·. ~

\

Cody Palmer

Sarah Sickles
Jess Simerson

Delany Flickinger

c.

\J'ol'' ' .
l

\. .....___,_

Alicia- free @4
"?<fWl.~

.....

-.Ai...I.--=')

l..J"' \"' ~o

~

(.,.rUJ" ~1
A\\ '-'l ,,...

, (
I -
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Seussical Conflict Calender 2014 *F-Free at Time *Does not include YF Cast Members' Schedule
Sunday Feb 2

Monday Feb 3

Thursday Feb 6

Friday Feb 7

Sarah Sickles F-83 Tigga Smaller@8

Tigga Smaller

Cody Palmer

Codey 0- F @8

Sarah Sickles

Tuseday Feb 4

Wed. Feb 5

Grant Bailey 12-430 Tigga Smaller
Cody Palmer

Audrey Conrad

Steven Prichard

Delany Flick.

Ned Way- F @73C Katrina Obarski

~Alicia-F

@ 4pm

Ed Eldr - F @4 pm

Jamie Verderame

Jess Smerson

f'\""~ ic. -'

"i\o,"\U--

Delany Flickinger

Grant- 12-430
Cody Palmer

6106 \'.._;""'\

-

Jess Simerson

M"-r«- 3,"1, H

Saturday Feb 8

Steve Flickinger
Delany Flickinger
Gracie Mil. 10-1

7t , I b

D"'""'CR..-

/.""'\

l~re. IN'\ W'V\.O

~t>'\\t.t>\ ~

.

y

· I....

\\ \ \ l " ' J

Wed.Feb12

Thursday Feb 13

Friday Feb 14

Saturday Feb 15

Steve Flickinger

Tigga Smaller@8

Tigga Smaller

YOUNG FRANK

YOUNG FRANK

Codey 0- F@8

Sarah Sick. F@830

Christy Wyatt

TECH

TECH

Sunday Feb 9

Monday Feb 10

Grant 12-430

Tigga Smaller

Cody Palmer

Jess Shear. F@7

Steven Prichard

Audrey Conrad

Ned Way F@730 Jess Shear.F@7

Sarah Sickles

Dane Hutchinson Dane Hutchinson

Ed Eldr- F @4

Delany Flick.

Jess Simerson

Jess Shearer

Cody Palmer

Cody Palmer

Jess Simerson

Christy Wyatt

Alicia- F@4

Delany Flickinger
M\.\.~ •c...-4 i o

Tuseday Feb 11

Trevor Korn
(Lt l ~) ~~ r /j().J('l.J5

~"'

l"\ v.~ 1' · - "T, ~c - l'ib

B<.o~~ q.,_,1~
t'\

-

GI." u.. -

Steve Flickinger

Christy Wyatt

Delany Flick.

Gracie Mil. 10-1

Oo.l'\et.- fh,...:.l'-.s

f~~yt1c-."""

1\
...,_,

AMJ'\"""1t1e/All'ii.A.

,_
~

n
-

n

•

Ao.\

Sun. Feb 16 (VF)

Mon.Feb 17(YF)

Tuse.Feb18 (VF)

Wed.Feb19 (VF)

Thur. Feb20 (VF)

Fri.Feb21 (YFS)

Sat.Feb 22 (YFS)

Cody Pa lmer

Tigga Smaller

Sarah S. F@830

Tigga Smaller@8

Tigga Smaller

Cody Palmer

Cody Palmer

Steven Prichard

Jess Shear. F@7

Codey 0. F@8

Jes Shear.F@7

Sarah Sickles

Trevor Korn

Trevor Korn

Atida F@4

Audrey Conrad

Ned WayF@730

Kat'fina Obarski

Jess Shearer

Jess Shearer

Bridgette Boyle

Chfisty Wyatt

Delany Flick

Jess Simerson

Jess Simerson

Bridgette Boyle

Heather Bounds

Heather Bounds

Gracie Mil.10-1

Ed Eldr- F@4
Delany Flickinger

Katrina Obarski
MV\~ 1 (.-.., {lLL

M""1 I<. - 27. '· B

Oc:-. >\(.l. -'I
1'{~ l (. " · f-\<.itor-

<. :""

(l..;;, 1'1v.s ,_, ~

;~ .,

Seussical Conflict Calender *F-Free at Time *Does not Include YF Cast Members' Schedules
Sunday Feb 23 VF
Cody Palmer

Monday Feb 24
Tigga Smaller

Tuseday Feb 25
Steve Flickinger

Wed. Feb 26
Tigga Smaller.

Thurs. Feb 27
Tigga Smaller

Friday Feb 28 VF
Rebekah Latshaw

Sat. March 1 VF
Rebekah Latshaw

Steve Prichard

Jess Shear. F@7

Sarah S. F@9

Jess Shear.F@7

Sarah Sickles

Cooy Palmer

Ed Eldr- F@4

Audrey Conrad
Delany Flick

Jess Shearer
Jess Simerson

Johanna Jones

Trevor Korn
Bridgette Boyle

Codey 0. F@8
Ned Way- F@730

Cody Palmer
Alicia F@4
Johanna Jones

Jessica Simerson

Delany Flick.

Dane Hutchinson

UGIV\U.: BBI .S:<.o l

Hetlther Bounds

~~~<A.-T~""-s ~~

..

~~

c,trw;,., \.Ao~

Sun. March 2 VF

Mon.March 3

CpdyPalmer

Tigga Smaller

Steve Prichard
Aticra D. F@4

fc>Ss,b~

Thrs. March 6
Tigga Smaller

Tuse.March 4
Sarah S. F@9

Wed. March 5
Tigga Smaller

Johanna Jones

Codey 0- F@8

Jamie V 4-5 pm

Sarah Sickles

Johanna Jones
Ned Way F@730

Jess Shear. F@7

Jess Shearer

Ed Eldr F@4

Jess Shear. F@7
Audrey Conrad

Katrina Obarski

Jess Simerson

Johanna Jones

Delany Flickinger

Jess Simerson

Friday March 7

Sat. March 8

Gannon Webb

loleat he r ~unds
0QM.(. -1

f.y_-tei

4'\.0
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STAGING & CHOREOGRAPHY BREAKDOWN

ACT 1 BLOCKING

1- p.10 (BOY, CAT)!!!
3- p. 15-19 (w/Bambi) (HORTON, JUNGLE
CITIZENS, MAYZIE, GERTRUDE, CAT, JOJO,
BIRD GIRLS)!!!

ACT 1 CHOREO

1- p. 11-15 (Oh The Thinks- stage spoken
word)
4- p. 19-24 (B.Bl.Fool- need to stage CAT
sections)

p. 25 (GERTRUDE, Horton?)!!!

5- p.25-30 (Here on Who)

6- p. 30-33 (MR. MAYOR, MRS. MAYOR,
JOJO, CAT) !!!

7- p. 33-35 (It's Possible)
9- p. 38-40 (The Military)

p. 35-37 (MR. MAYOR, MRS. MAYOR, JOJO,
CAT, SCHMITZ) !!!

12- p. 45-47 (Amayzing Mayzie)

10- p. 40-44 (HORTON, JOJO, Cat?)!!!

13- p. 49-51 (Monkey Around)

11- p. 44 (GERTRUDE)!!!

14- p. 51-54 (Chasing the Whos- need to
stage Cat bits. maybe the Whos?

12a- p. 47-49 (GERTRUDE, CAT, BIRD
GIRLS)!!!
p. 49- (JOJO, CAT) (2 lines)!!!
16- p. 56-58 (GERTRUDE, HORTON) !!!
16a- p. 58-64 (HORTON, MAYZIE, CAT,
BIRD GIRLS, HUNTERS, GERTRUDE,
ENSEMBLE- might need help from
Bambi!)!!!

15- p. 54-56 (How Lucky You Are- need to
stage Horton. maybe spoken bits?)

STAGING & CHOREOGRAPHY BREAKDOWN

ACT 2 BLOCKING

18- p. 65-66 (CAT, BOY, HORTON,
HUNTERS, SCHMITZ, GERTRUDE, BIRD
GIRLS)!!!

ACT 2 CHOREO

20- p. 69-70 (Circus McGurkus)
26- p. 81-85 (Hunch- might need to stage
spoken word)

19- p. 66-68 (HORTON, SOUR KANG, BIRD
GIRLS, WICKS, HUNTERS, CAT)!!!

27b- p. 88-89 (All For You)

20- pp. 69-71 (HORTON, CAT, CIRCUS
PERFORMERS)!!!

28- pp. 91-97 (People v. Horton- need to
collab. to insert spoken word. blocking for
Whos)

21- pp. 71-73 (MAYZIE, CAT, HORTON,
Circus Performers?)!!!

29- pp. 100-101 (Oh The Thinks)

21c-22- pp. 74-76 (HORTON, CIRCUS
PERFS., JOJO, MR. MAYOR, MRS. MAYOR)!!
23- pp. 76-78 (JOJO, CADETS, SCHMITZ)!!!
24- pp. 78-80 (WHOS, GRINCH, MAYOR,
MRS. MAYOR, CADETS, SCHMITZ)!!!
25- pp. 80-81 (CAT, JOJO)!!!
27- pp. 85-89 (GERTRUDE, HORTON, BIRD
GIRLS, CAT)!!!
pp. 89-91 (GERTRUDE, HORTON, MR &
MRS MAYOR, JOJO, WICKERSHAMS, SOUR
KANG., Cat)!!!
pp. 98-100 (FULL CAST)!!!

30- pp. 101-102 (Green Eggs & Ham)

Jojo/Cat/Horton Scenes:

Major Jungle Scenes

1- p.10 (BOY, CAT)

3- p. 15-19 (w/Bambi) (HORTON,
JUNGLE CITIZENS, MAYZIE, GERTRUDE,
CAT, JOJO, BIRD GIRLS)

p. 49- OOJO, CAT) (2 lines)
25- pp. 80-81 (CAT, JOJO)
10- p. 40-44 (HORTON, JOJO, Cat?)

Gertrude/Horton/Bird Girls

19- p. 66-68 (HORTON, SOUR KANG,
BIRD GIRLS, WICKS, HUNTERS, CAT)!!!

Major Who Scenes

p. 25 (GERTRUDE, Horton?)

23- pp. 76-78 (JOJO, CADETS, SCHMITZ)

11- p. 44 (GERTRUDE)

24-pp. 78-80 (WHOS, GRINCH, MAYOR,
MRS. MAYOR, CADETS, SCHMITZ)

16- p. 56-58 (GERTRUDE, HORTON)
27- pp. 85-89 (GERTRUDE, HORTON,
BIRD GIRLS, CAT)

Major "Transition/End" Scenes

12a-p. 47-49 (GERTRUDE, CAT, BIRD
GIRLS)

16a-p. 58-64 (HORTON, MAYZIE, CAT,
BIRD GIRLS, HUNTERS, GERTRUDE,
ENSEMBLE- might need help from
Bambi!)

Jojo /Mayors /Schmitz

18- p. 65-66 (CAT, BOY, HORTON,
HUNTERS, SCHMITZ, GERTRUDE, BIRD
GIRLS)!!!

6- p. 30-33 (MR. MAYOR, MRS. MAYOR,
JOJO, CAT)
p. 35-37 (MR. MAYOR, MRS. MAYOR,
JOJO, CAT, SCHMITZ)

pp. 89-91 (GERTRUDE, HORTON, MR &
MRS MAYOR, JOJO, WICKERSHAMS,
SOUR KANG., Cat)
pp. 98-100 (FULL CAST)!!!

Solla Sollew
20- pp. 69-71 (HORTON, CAT, CIRCUS
PERFORMERS)
21- pp. 71-73 (MAYZIE, CAT, HORTON,
Circus Performers?) !!!
21c-22- pp. 74-76 (HORTON, CIRCUS
PERFS., JOJO, MR. MAYOR, MRS.
MAYOR)

•
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March 11, 2014

Ms. Tess Pohlhaus, Director
Seussical, The Musical
Milburn Stone Theatre
Cecil College
One Seahawk Drive
North East, MD 21901

Dear Ms. Pohlhaus,
A warm and heart-felt thank you to you and the cast of "Seussical, The Musical!"
Thank you for your partnership and participation with our "Seussical Storytime" events this past
Saturday, March 8.
Our programs were well attended and very well received. Children and their families had a great time enjoying the music, exploring and creating activities and checking out Dr. Seuss books!
I look forward to attending the show with my children.
Warm regards,

Frazier Walker, Community Relations Specialist
Cecil County Public Library
301 Newark Avenue
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 996-1055 x129
fwa lker@ccplnet.org

Please note:
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.

301 Newark Avenue. Elkton, Maryland 21921-5441
CONNEC'l'JNG THE COMMUNITY

pl;one: 410.996.1055

fax: 410 .996.5604

Denise Davis. Director

internet: www.cecil.ebrancl1.info
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FW: Seussical Creation Winner
Frazier Walker<~
Thu, May 1, 2014 at 10:56 AM
To: "~·~· <4aPR:I@~~ , "testopolis@gmail.com" <testopolis@gmail.com>
The happy mom of daughter who won tickets just sent me this photo.
I know the event is passed, but Tess, maybe you can use for your paper and Andrew, maybe for annual
report or other stock photography?

Frazier.

From: Laura Gra.aD>[mailto: ~]

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:34 AM
To: Frazier Walker
Subject: RE: Seussical Creation Winner

We did LOVE it! Thank you, thank you, thank you again! Here's a picture of Elizabeth super excited to go see Suessical! Laura

From: «IQat"P¥llU'ta'aq;
To: ~rm

Subject: RE: Seussical Creation Winner
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2014 13:30:40 i-0000

Hi Ms. B1aJ»,

Thanks so much for letting me know! Our family saw it on Sunday-I think you'll love it!

We appreciate your loyalty and enthusiasm for Cecil County Public Library.

Warm regards,
Frazier.

Frazier Walker, Community Relations Specialist

Cecil County Public Library
301 Newark Avenue
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 996-1055 x129
fwalker@ccplnet.org

Subscribe to our newsletter, the Library Link

www .cecil.ebranch .info

from: Laura Olla [mailto: &l~@@i~

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:26 AM
To: Frazier Walker
Subject: RE: Seussical Creation Winner

Ms. Walker,
We got our tickets and are going to see Seussical on Saturday evening. It's on our calendar, and Elizabeth is counting down
the days. We're so excited I The library will always be a very important part of our lives, and we thank you again for this
fantastic opportunity!
Laura

From: fwalker@ccplnet.org
To: ~1R~~~

Subject: RE: Seussical Creation Winner
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 201411:58:40 -+0000
Ms.D~

We are thrilled that you are such great fans of the library and we hope Elizabeth will continue to read and explore
at the library. I took all the entries to the Theatre and the Seussical Director made the choice. She was impressed
with the detail and obvious time it took to make. It was the only "3-D" entry.
Tickets are waiting for you at the Check Out desk at Elkton.
You should be able to call the box office to redeem your tickets for assigned seats for the show of your choice.
Enjoy the show!
Frazier.

From: Laura 0... ~8~

Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 7:53 AM
To: Frazier Walker

Subject: Re: Seussical Creation Winner
Dear Ms. Walker,
Thank you very much for sharing this wonderful news! Elizabeth was so excited to hear your voicemail. It took her days to
make her Elefish, and she had tons of fun doing it! We are such huge fans of the library, and we are really grateful to have
your fantastic library system in our community. We are hoping to pick up the Seussical tickets this afternoon. What an
exciting opportunity for Elizabeth to see such a fun play! Thank you for everything!
Laura
Frazier Walker <fwalker@ccplnet.org> wrote:
Dear Elizabeth,

We are pleased to inform you that your submission "Elefin" was selected as winner for the Up to Grade 2 level!

We are holding 4 tickets for you at the Elkton Central Library for pick up. We are open until 9pm M-Tif and 10-5 on Friday
and Saturday.

If you would like to pick up the tickets in another location, please let me know.

Congratulations!

Sincerely,

Frazier Walker, Community Relations Specialist
Cecil County Public Library
301 Newark Avenue
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 996-1055 x129
fwalker@ccplnet.org

Subscribe to our newsletter, the Library Link
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Link to Production Photographs
To see dress rehearsal and production photographs taken by Scott Serio, visit:
http://eswmedia.zenfolio.com/p25729674 7

Direct: 410-961-8686
Web: www.doreensellscecil.com

ii m~

620 S. Main St., Bel Air, MD 1410-638-0200
I'

J.!"
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CECIL WHIG PHOTO BY DARA MCBRIDE

The Cat in the Hat (James Verderamo) serves as narrator and star in "Seussical" as the character takes the cast and audience through several Dr. Seuss stories.

Dr. Seuss favorites
come alive on stage in
'Seussical'
By DARA MCBRIDE
dmcbride@cecilwhig.com

NORflf WT - Oh the things you can think
with help of Dr. Seuss.
"Se~§&ical Tue Musical!" opens this
Friday at the Milburn Stone Theatre.
Based on the wo;rks of children's author
Dr. Seuss - whose birthday was earlier
this month - the play takes the audience
through a reimagined, musi~ world filled
with Whos in Whoville the Cat in the Hat
and Horton 'th'e Elephant
Milburn Stone's prqduction is directed
by Tess Poblbaus with choreography by
Bambi Johnson and music direction by 1eole Tart. The show, by Lynn Ahrens and
Stephen F1aherty, debuted on Broadway
in 2000.
But don't expect a "Broadway spectacle,"
said Pohlhaus. This local production hopes
to education both adults and children in
the art of using the imagination. Pohlhaus,
who is also Rising Sun High School's drama teacher, is directing the show as part
of her master's thesis. She is currently in
Central Washington University's master's
degree program for theater educators.
"Seussical" fits right in with Pohlhaus'
studies.
"It celebrates how powerful the imagination can be," Pohlhaus said. The set is
reminiscent of a fav01:ite Dr. Seus5 book
illustration, but still has some gaps that
the imagination has to fill in. Simple props
help transform the stage - a bubble machine is used when characters :find them-

CECIL WHIG PHOTO BY DARA MCBRIDE

To the dismay of his parents, JoJo (Grant Bailey) overflows the bathtub while singing "It's Possible
(In McElligot's ·Pool)."

selves underwater.
This year was the llOth anniversary
of the birthday of Dr. Seuss, whose real
name was Theodor Seuss Geisel. He died
in 1991 at ~e ·87, but his works continue
to inspire. During his writing career, he
authored 44 children's books, including
"Green Eggs and Ham" and "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas."
In honor of the literary legend Cecil
County Public Schools, the Cecil County
Public library and the Milburn Stone

Theatre partnered up to bring "Seussical" to life. Throughout March, the three
groups partnered up to bring the world
of Dr. Seuss closer to young readers and
students through arts and crafts and sp~
cial reading days. Children throughout the
county were also in'vited to ereate their
dream Dr. Seuss character - a mashup
of two favorites - for the chance to win
See SEUSSICAL
Page C7

More Information
Seussical the Musical
The Milburn Stone1'heatre .
1 Seahawk Drive, North East
Tickets: Adults, $18, students and seniors, $15, children 12 and under, $10
Box office: 410-287-1037
Online Box office: www.milbumstone.

com

PHOTO COURTESY OF CCPL

·tn celebration of Dr. Seuss' birthday month, cast members from "Seussical the Musical" at the
Milburn Stone Theatre joined young readers at the Perryville Library earlier this month for a
reading group.

SEDSSICAL
,.

From

''

Page C1

l "Seussical" tickets. Participating children
'.will have their artwork featured at the
Milburn Stone.
~· While an entertaining experience, the
Emu~i~ also teach-e s children hoyrto deal
1with problems like worrying about not
~ fitting in. Pohlhaus.said herfavorite scene
i: in the show comes when two main char~ acters, both feeling dejected and alone
i for being different, find support in each
1 other.
~ Audience members will recognize many
of the story lines in the musical - there's
; Horton who hears a Who on a speck and
Fc

t
,,

finds himself in charge of looking after
the citizens of Whoville, the Grinch and
Gertrude the Bird who just wants to get 11 """""'"'"-'----Horton's attention.
e Mayor's wife and citizens of Whoville introduce themselves to Horton the elephant with the
The Cat in the Hat (played by James isong "Here on Who."
Verderamo) serves as narrator and star in
"Seussical" as the character takes the cast
and audience through several Dr. Seuss
stories with the help of JoJo (played by
Grant Bailey), the Mayor's son who has
an overactive imagination.
The show runs weekends March 21
through March 30, 8 p.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays and 3 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets
are $18 for adults, $15 for students and seniors and $10 children 10 and under. For
tickets, call the Milburn Stone box office
at 410-287-1037 or go online to ~v.mil
burnstone.org.
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